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INTRODUCTION
I begin this report with some rather extensive (excessive?) housekeeping,
mostly reminders of why I do some of the odd things you have wondered about in
these seasonal reports.
An issue in these Seasonal Reports is definition of seasons. In these Seasonal
Reports for Nebraska, the traditional four seasons are defined and used in order to
match the calendar seasons used in North American Birds. These are: Spring: MarchMay; Summer: June-July; Fall: August-November; and Winter: DecemberFebruary. Using these fixed calendar seasons presents a problem in analyzing
movements of Nebraska’s birds. We all know that many spring migrants can still be
found in Jun or even July, and these are discussed of necessity in the Summer Seasonal
Report due to the traditional definitions of the four seasons. Hence, we have entries
like this in this Summer Seasonal Report, but note that the latest spring dates are in
“Summer” as traditionally defined:
Blackpoll Warbler: None were reported of this fairly common spring migrant
east and central, uncommon west; spring ELDs are 7-8 Jun.
A reminder: EEDs = expected early dates, ELDs = expected late dates. Early
and late dates and how they are assessed is explained at https://birds.outdoornebraska.
gov/how-to-use-species-accounts/.
In the species accounts of Birds of Nebraska - Online (https://birdsof
nebraska.org, BONO), however, we use biological seasons; I often include a date
range in the accounts to clarify the season in question. Biological seasons in BONO
are defined as follows (https://birds.outdoornebraska.gov/how-to-use-speciesaccounts/):
As part of the “Status” summary in each species account, we use several
terms which are defined here. It is important to note that these terms are not defined
by calendar months but vary temporally species by species. “Spring” and “Fall” are
the periods in which individuals of a species are moving from winter range to summer
range and the corresponding return movement to winter range; the term “migrant”
applies to species engaged in such movements. “Summer” is the period when sexually
active individuals in a population engage in reproduction; these populations are
defined as “breeders”. Often, birds occurring in summer are not part of a breeding
population but may be stalled migrants (usually immature non-breeders) or dispersers
into the state; these are referred to as “visitors”. “Resident” is the term applied to
species that are sedentary and do not migrate; individuals occupy the same general
area year-round. “Winter” refers to the period between fall and spring migration for
migrants, or when “residents” are not sexually active.
Since almost all of the reports analyzed in each Seasonal Report are obtained
from eBird (https://eBird.org), and Birds of Nebraska - Online is now up and running,
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my Seasonal Reports species accounts only mention things that add to or enhance the
content of BONO. We will update BONO seasonally based on this additional
information, which includes new early and late migration dates, new breeding
phenology dates, new high numbers, and additional new information. In the species
accounts in the seasonal reports, I do not mention species that are not reported and are
less-than-annual in occurrence and/or have no summer status. For example,
Townsend’s Solitaire is only “casual” in summer (occurs seven or fewer years in the
last 10), and Northern Shrike is a winter visitor. Unless reported, neither will appear
in a Summer Report.
And now, the birds!
This spring will be remembered for Nebraska’s first unequivocal record of
Swainson’s Warbler, unfortunately a “one day wonder”, but well-photographed.
Another mega was a Band-tailed Pigeon, Nebraska’s fourth.
The old sports saying “wait until next year” was applicable in spades to woodwarblers; last year was noted for its paucity of most species of wood-warblers, but this
year, incredible record numbers occurred for several migrant species: Magnolia, Baybreasted, Chestnut-sided, Blackpoll, and Palm. Other amazing numbers were the
598,000 Sandhill Cranes counted at peak migration in the Central Platte Valley and
the 598 Great Egrets reported within the amazing 414 reports.
Several species continue to expand ranges and increase in numbers; now
almost ubiquitous is White-winged Dove, which is establishing a pattern of summer
residency, albeit with as yet few records of nesting, and Lesser Black-backed Gull,
now a regular migrant in the state. Osprey continues breeding successfully in the west,
with new sites in Scotts Bluff and Keith Cos. Barred Owl is moving west with alacrity
in riparian drainages; one was photographed at North Platte, the westernmost location
to date, and Pileated Woodpecker appeared at two extreme northeastern locations, the
northernmost to date in the Missouri River Valley.
Important nesting reports were of Black-billed Magpies nesting in Pierce Co,
hopefully maintaining the small disjunct population there, and a pair of Pine Siskins
with a newly-fledged juvenile in Lincoln, one of a number of far-flung breeding
records for this species.
As in each season, there were a few reports of distributional significance.
Two adult Mew Gulls were reported, unusual in spring. A Rocky Mountain Downy
Woodpecker, subspecies Picoides pubescens leucurus, with completely black wings
and shoulders, was found at Fort Robinson, Dawes Co; it was hanging out with the
expected eastern subspecies P. p. medianus. An excellent photograph of a grayflanked Hermit Thrush as far east as Antelope Co was almost certainly another Rocky
Mountain subspecies, Catharus gutatus auduboni. A persistent green-backed male
Lesser Goldfinch returned to the same feeder it attended in winter 2016-2017; good
photos were taken of this bird, representing the first eastern winter record and only the
fourth for winter overall. Finally, a Sterna tern at Lake Ogallala caused identification
heartburn; experts disagreed as to whether it was an Arctic or a Common.
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ABBREVIATIONS
BOL: Branched Oak L, Lancaster Co
CBL: Capitol Beach Lake, Lincoln
Cem: Cemetery
CLNWR: Crescent L NWR, Garden Co
Co(s): County (ies)
CR: Calamus Reservoir SRA and WMA, Loup and Garfield Cos
CSP: Chadron SP, Dawes Co
EED: Expected Early Date
ELD: Expected Late Date
FF: Fontenelle Forest, Sarpy Co
GPD: Gavins Point Dam, Cedar Co
HCR: Harlan County Reservoir, Harlan Co
HH: Heron Haven, Omaha
HL: Holmes Lake, Lincoln
LM: Lake McConaughy, Keith Co
LNB: Lakes North and Babcock, Platte Co
LO: L Ogallala, Keith Co
LSWNP: Lincoln Saline Wetlands Nature Park, Lincoln
m.ob.: many observers
NC: Nature Center
NLB: North Lake Basin WMA, Seward Co
NM: National Monument
NNF: Nebraska National Forest
NOU: Nebraska Ornithologists’ Union
NWR: National Wildlife Refuge
PL: Pawnee L, Lancaster Co
PP: Pioneers Park, Lincoln
PSP: Ponca SP, Dixon Co
Res: Reservoir
RWB: Rainwater Basin, including several south-central and southeastern playa basins
SCP: Spring Creek Prairie, Lancaster Co
SHP: State Historical Park
SL: Sewage Lagoon(s)
SP: State Park
SRA: State Recreation Area
WHNC: Wildcat Hills NC, Scotts Bluff Co
WMA: (State) Wildlife Management Area
WP: Wilderness Park, Lincoln
WPA: (Federal) Waterfowl Production Area
OBSERVERS
Noah Arthur (NA)
Chris & Ashley Alred (C&AA)
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Dennis Arp (DAr)
Elaine Bachel (EBa)
Tim Banks (TBa)
Carla Barbaro (CBa)
Dina Barta (DBa)
Wendy Becker (WB)
Elliott Bedows (EB)
Garrett Behrends (GBe)
Jo Ann Bowes (JAB)
Scott Bradley (SBr)
Anita Breckbill (ABr)
Tanja Britton (TBr)
Ed Brogie (EBr)
Lee Brogie (LBr)
Mark Brogie (MB)
Barbara Brown (BBr)
Iza Bruen-Morningstar (IBM)
Donna Brunet (DBr)
John Carlini (JCa)
Rob Cassady (RCa)
Andrew Caven (ACa)
Colleen Childers (CCh)
Cynthia Kristensen (CKr)
Steve Clark (SCl)
Virginia Clark (VC)
Mary Clausen (MCl)
Aidan Coohill (ACo)
Jen Corman (JCo)
Kelly Corman (KCo)
Colin Croft (CCf)
Charlotte Croshaw (CCr)
Cinda Crosley (CCy)
Thomas Czubek (TCz)
Olivia DaRugna (ODa)
Allyson Dather (ADa)
Nathan Davis (NDa)
Colin Deihl (CDe)
Kathy DeLara (KD)
Carla Dengler (CDe)
Cheryl Dickerson (CDi)
Roger Dietrich (RD)
Scott & Sierra Downes (S&SD)
James E. Ducey (JED)
Paul Dunbar (PD)
Kathy Mihm Dunning (KMD)
Rick Eades (RE)
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Alyssa Edlund (AEd)
Boni Edwards (BEd)
Larry Einemann (LE)
Kimberly Emerson (KEm)
Gregory & Susan Estep (G&SE)
Jim Etherton (JEt)
William Flack (WF)
Rita Flohr (RFl)
Chelsea Forehead (CFo)
Andrew Furman (AF)
Tom Gannon (TG)
Matthew Garvin (MGa)
Jim Gast (JGa)
Bob Gerten (BG)
Katie Gooby (KGo)
Chris Goulart (CGo)
Joe Gubanyi (JG)
Catherine Hagen (CHa)
John W. Hall (JWH)
Robin Harding (RH)
Drake Hardman (DHa)
Greg Hartel (GHa)
Kadynn Hatfield (KH)
Dave Heidt (DH)
Kat Hentsch (KHe)
Justin Hill (JH)
Donna Hocker (DHo)
David Hollie (DHl)
Frank Holmes (FH)
Ian & Paula Hoppe (I&PH)
Eric C. Hopps (ECH)
Bill F. Huser (BFH)
Todd Hutch (THu)
Zachariah Hutchinson (ZH)
Palma Jack (PJa)
Esa Jarvi (EJa)
Todd Jensen (TJe)
Jan Johnson (JJ)
Jenny Jo Johnson (JJJ)
Joel G. Jorgensen (JGJ)
Karen Kader (KKa)
Tim Kavan (TKa)
Lynette Keeshan (LKe)
Clem N. Klaphake (CNK)
Nicole Koeltzow (NKo)
Jesse Kolar (JKl)
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Landon Koth (LKo)
Josh Kounovsky (JKo)
Augie Kramer (AKr)
Steve Kruse (SKr)
Thomas E. Labedz (TEL)
Josh Lefever (JL)
Daniel Leger (DL)
Sandra Lemmon (SLe)
Jeff Lemons (JLe)
Gary Lingle (GL)
Jim Lochlear (JLo)
Aaron Mandell (AMd)
John Manning (JMa)
Robert Manning (RMa)
Sam Manning (SMa)
Alie Mayes (AMa)
Sharla Meester (SMe)
Andrew Meiborg (AMe)
Sam Miller (SMi)
Wayne Mollhoff (WM)
Steve Morris (SM)
Andrew Newman-Dilfer (AND)
Jonathan Nikkila (JN)
Gloria Nikolai (GNi)
Jim Ochsner (JO)
Loren & Babs Padelford (L&BP)
Melissa Panella (MPa)
Barry Parkin (BPa)
Theresa Pella (TPe)
Jim Petersen (JPe)
Brian Peterson (BP)
Mark Peterson (MPe)
Linda Plock (LPl)
Phillip Power (PPo)
Shannon Regan (SRe)
Susan Quinn (SQ)
Lanny Randolph (LR)
Neal Ratzlaff (NR)
Ed Raynor (ERa)
Ben Ream (BRe)
Justin Rink (JR)
Gary Roberts (GR)
Paul Roisen (PR)
Keith Roragen (KRo)
Ben Sandifer (BSa)
John Schukman (JSc)
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Shari Schwartz (SSc)
Ken Shuster (KSh)
Matt Shurtliff (MSh)
W. Ross Silcock (WRS)
Matthew Sittel (MSi)
Kent Skaggs (KS)
Gary & Jan Small (G&JS)
Joshua Smith (JSm)
Seena Spencer (SSp)
Dave Stage (DSt)
Ruthie Stearns (RSt)
Scott Stolz (SSt)
Caleb Strand (CSt)
Barbara Straus (BSt)
Jason St. Sauver (JSS)
Kirsten Sullivan (KSu)
Phil Swanson (PS)
Jim & Linda Swenson (J&LS)
David Thomas (DTh)
Paul Timm (PTi)
Rob Tyser (RTy)
Matthew & Cynthia Van Den Broeke (M&CVB)
Nick Varvel (NV)
Glen Walbek (GWa)
T.J. Walker (TJW)
Evan Ward (EWa)
Don & Marion Weidemann (D&MW)
Bob Wells (BW)
Denise Wiese (DWi)
Scott Wessel (SW)
Michael Willison (MW)
Suzanne Winkler (SWi)
Rick Wright (RW)
Donna Yates (DYa)
SPECIES ACCOUNTS
Black-bellied Whistling-Duck: None were reported of this virtually annual summer
visitor; EEDs are in mid-May.
Snow Goose: Best count was 400,960 at BOL 9 Mar; the 960 were below the dam,
the estimated 400,000 above the dam (LE). That the best estimate was
easterly fits the huge numbers reported at DeSoto NWR this spring also (fide
JGJ). The northward routes taken by Snow Geese have varied greatly over
the last 20 years or so.
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Ross’s Goose: An estimate of 50,000 in Hall Co 13 Mar with 250,000 Snow Geese
(THu) would be a new high count; previous highs were 30,000 and 21,920.
Paul Johnsgard, in 2012, estimated Ross’s Goose numbers were about 2% of
the mid-continent white goose population, at that time estimated at 4.9
million, suggesting 90,000 Ross’s pass through Nebraska in spring. Since
Johnsgard’s estimate, the Snow Goose population has increased to at least 10
million (Mark Vrtiska, Waterfowl Program Manager, Nebraska Game and
Parks Commission), suggesting 200,000 Ross’s might pass through Nebraska
in spring.
Greater White-fronted Goose: Best count was the estimated 20,000 in Hall Co 13
Mar (AEd); second-highest on record after 100,000.
Brant: None were reported of this less-than-annual statewide spring migrant.
Cackling Goose: The 900 in Gosper Co 7 Mar (WF) was a good count; highs are
1000-2000.
Canada Goose: Best estimate was the 100,000 at the North Unit of PSP 10 Mar (EBr);
this ties the previous high, recorded four times. Interestingly, all five 100,000
counts are in the period 8-12 Mar.
Mute Swan: A presumed domestic bird was reported from Heartland of America Park,
Omaha, 29 Apr (G&SE). Yanney Lake in Kearney, Buffalo Co, apparently
has a small breeding population; singles at Stoneridge Lake, Kearney, 16 Apr
(BBr), and one at North Park, Holdrege, 22 Mar-5 Apr (JN, CCy, JPe), only
30 miles from Kearney, may have been the same bird, derived from Yanney
Lake.
Trumpeter Swan: Cygnets were reported in Grant Co 25 May (SWi) and Sheridan
Co 29 May (TG); the long-time breeders at Ravenna, Buffalo Co, were
present 4 May (WF).
Tundra Swan: The single wintering with Trumpeters in western Douglas Co was last
reported 1 Mar (PPo).
Wood Duck: Best tally was 64, scattered along the shore of CR 26 Mar (BSa); high
spring counts are 65-100.
Blue-winged Teal: Reports were routine of this abundant statewide spring migrant.
Cinnamon Teal: Reports in the east, where rare, were more numerous than usual; 12 were at six locations in five counties north and east of the RWB 4 Apr-6
May (m. ob.).
Northern Shoveler: Reports were routine of this common, locally abundant,
statewide spring migrant.
Gadwall: The 1200 at Fuchtman Playa, Antelope Co, 8 Apr (MB) was a good count;
spring highs are 1750-2600.
American Wigeon: Fuchtman Playa was crowded 8 Apr; in addition to 1200 Gadwall,
there were 1000 American Wigeon (MB). Spring high counts for this species
are 1350-2581. With the American Wigeons was a “White-cheeked
Wigeon”, or “Storm Wigeon” variant (MB); this is a well-known variant,
prized by hunters.
Mallard: Reports were routine of this abundant statewide spring migrant.
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American Black Duck: The only report of this now less-than-annual spring migrant
was a photograph of a bird in flight in Dodge Co 19 Mar (CCr) that suggested
mixed parentage, likely involving Mallard.
Northern Pintail: Spring counts can be enormous; best count was 4200 at NLB 14
Mar (JH), however, spring highs are 73,000-200,000!
Green-winged Teal: Spring numbers are far lower in the Panhandle than in the east
and central, as pointed out by Kathy DeLara; best counts in the west were
200 at Lake Minatare, Scotts Bluff Co, 19 Apr (LKo, JLe) and 100 near
Morrill, Scotts Bluff Co, 10 Apr (KD). In contrast, state spring high is 8500.
Canvasback: A female on a nest with one egg at Avocet WMA, Grant Co, 21 May
(RW) was a good find; most of the few nesting reports are from the western
Sandhills. Two in Dundy Co 30 May (WF) were tardy; ELDs are 21-23 May
away from breeding locations.
Redhead: Best count was the 3000 in Cedar Co 14 Mar (RD); spring highs are 14,00040,500. Rather tardy were six in Dundy Co 30 May (WF) and two in Perkins
Co 31 May (WF); ELDs away from known breeding areas are 31 May-4 Jun.
Ring-necked Duck: An intriguing report was of an apparent hybrid at Offutt Base
Lake, Sarpy Co, 30 Mar (PS photo). Its identification was uncertain, but it
was likely a mix of Ring-necked Duck and Lesser Scaup, or, based on its
contrasting black and white appearance, Tufted Duck and Lesser Scaup,
although the bird did have a pale area on its bill suggestive of Ring-necked
Duck (fide JGJ).
Greater Scaup: Reports were routine of this uncommon statewide spring migrant.
Lesser Scaup: A good count was the 3000 at GPD 23 Mar and 10 Apr (BPa, SSt, RD);
spring highs are 2880-3650.
Surf Scoter: None were reported of this less-than-annual statewide spring migrant.
White-winged Scoter: None were reported of this less-than-annual statewide spring
migrant.
Black Scoter: None were reported of this less-than-annual statewide spring migrant.
Long-tailed Duck: One at Hedgefield WMA, Lancaster Co, 28 Feb continued through
2 Mar (EJa, GR, JJJ), a little early, since EEDs in spring are 2-3 Mar. Reports
from Lake Yankton and the Crofton area, Cedar and Knox Cos respectively
29 Mar (MB, EBr), appeared from photos to be of the same bird.
Bufflehead: Reports were routine of this common, locally abundant, statewide spring
and fall migrant.
Common Goldeneye: Second-highest spring count on record was the 1200 on Lewis
and Clark Lake, Knox Co, 29 Mar (EBr, MB); high is 1875.
Barrow’s Goldeneye: None were reported during the spring period, when this species
is less than annual in occurrence. Last report in winter was 17 Feb.
Hooded Merganser: Reports were routine of this fairly common statewide spring
migrant.
Common Merganser: Reports were routine of this common, locally abundant,
statewide spring migrant.
Red-breasted Merganser: Best count was an excellent 98 in Dakota Co 20 Apr (PR,
BFH); spring highs are 103-300. One in Dawes Co 21 May (WM) was rather
late; ELDs are 22-24 May.
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Ruddy Duck: One with an all-white head was at Whitman, Grant Co, 14 and 20 Mar
(RW); this condition is not mentioned in major waterfowl references and may
be an example of partial bilateral leucism.
Northern Bobwhite: Reports from the western edge of the range, where distribution
is restricted to river valleys and major tributaries, were from Thomas Co 31
May (AMe) and Valentine NWR, Cherry Co, 31 May (ODa).
Gray Partridge: The only reports were of two southwest of Laurel, Cedar Co, 31 May
(EBr) and two in northern Cedar Co (DSt); most recent reports are from this
general area. Numbers appear to be at a low ebb currently.
Ring-necked Pheasant: Reports were routine of this fairly common, locally common,
statewide resident.
Sharp-tailed Grouse: Reports were routine of this locally common resident north and
west, rare casual elsewhere.
Greater Prairie-Chicken: The eight in Webster Co 31 May (JGJ) were near the east
edge of their extreme southern Nebraska range, which barely reaches
southwestern Nuckolls Co. A single flyover at Walgren Lake, Sheridan Co,
(LR, RH) was a bit west of the expected range.
Wild Turkey: Reports were routine of this common, locally abundant, statewide
resident.
Pied-billed Grebe: One in Keith Co 17 Mar (JR, SBr) was a bit early; EEDs for the
Panhandle are 24-29 Mar.
Horned Grebe: The 65 on CBL 13 Apr (LE) was a good count; spring highs are 65236.
Red-necked Grebe: The only report was of one at CLNWR 18 May (MW). This is
only the 7th accepted spring record, all since 2001; Red-necked Grebe has
been reported more often in recent years but is still less than annual in spring,
although annual in fall.
Eared Grebe: Reports were routine of this common spring migrant central and west,
fairly common east.
Western Grebe: Huge numbers occur on LM in spring; high counts then are 14,10018,000 with an estimate of 100,000 by an experienced observer covering the
entire lake. Thus, excellent estimates (birds counted in 50s) there this spring
were the record high 30,000 on 30 Apr (MB et al.), these counted from
Kingsley Dam (14,000), Martin’s Bay (8000), and Little Thunder Bay
(8,000). Rather early for the west-central were one in Dundy Co 25 Mar
(MB) and eight in Keith Co 29 Mar (GNi); EEDs for the west-central are 1014 Apr.
Clark’s Grebe: Reports were routine of this uncommon spring migrant west and westcentral, rare casual central and east.
Rock Pigeon: Reports were routine of this common statewide resident.
Band-tailed Pigeon: Nebraska’s fourth Band-tailed Pigeon was at a Doniphan, Hall
Co, feeder 18-23 May (DWi, m. ob.). There was one earlier spring record at
almost the same time, that in Scotts Bluff Co 15-17 May 2000, also at a
feeder. There are two fall records.
Eurasian Collared-Dove: Reports were routine of this common statewide resident.
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White-winged Dove: This species is now an uncommon annual statewide summer
visitor, although nesting records are still surprisingly few, with less than
annual reports. Overwintering reports have increased, though still less-thanannual; wintering birds were last reported at Culbertson, Hitchcock Co, 28
Mar (DAr), in Imperial, Chase Co, still present 30 Apr (MB, EBr, WF), and
in Benkelman, Dundy Co, 25 Mar (MB). There was a noticeable influx in
mid-May, indicating that most summering White-winged Doves migrate into
the state for summer. Presumed early arrivers were one in a Garfield Co yard
2 May (BG), two in Cass Co 4 May (GHa), and one in Lincoln Co 5 May
(WB). There were reports of about 12 different individuals for the spring
period.

This Band-tailed Pigeon, Nebraska’s fourth, was at a Doniphan, Hall Co, feeder 18-23 May
2018, here photographed by Sharla Meester 23 May.

Mourning Dove: The 100 near Crawford, Dawes Co, 18 May (MW) was a new spring
high for migrants/spring arrivers; previous highs were 80-83. An indication
of the build-up in numbers in spring in the north were total counts by month
of 9, 81, and 198 for Mar, Apr, and May respectively (fide JED).
Yellow-billed Cuckoo: One in Scotts Bluff Co 22 May (TJe) was rather early; EEDs
for the Panhandle are 19-20 May.
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Black-billed Cuckoo: There were five reports of this rare but annual spring migrant,
all from the east beginning 21 May (m. ob.). It can be difficult to accept
reports of this species without a recording or a great photo, but there was no
doubt regarding the photo below accompanying a report from PL 21 May
(MGa).

This Black-billed Cuckoo was photographed at Pawnee Lake, Lancaster Co, 21 May 2018 by
Matthew Garvin, leaving no doubt as to the correctness of the identification.

Common Nighthawk: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring migrant.
Common Poorwill: Two calling at NNF Bessey, Thomas Co, 28 Apr (MB, EBr) were
rather early; EEDs are 22-25 Apr.
Chuck-will’s-widow: A new high spring count was the nine at a known location,
along River Road, Jefferson Co, 25 May (MW). Previous spring highs were
3-6. This species appears to be increasing in numbers in that part of the state.
Reports from Knox Co are the northernmost known in the state; this spring
one at a known location near GPD 21-25 May was recorded 25 May (MB,
EBr).
Eastern Whip-poor-will: One documented itself by flying into a window in Lancaster
Co 13 Apr, a new early date for the state, but survived and was released after
being photographed (EBa). Previous EEDs were 15-18 Apr. A nightjar
survey in northeast Seward Co, including Oak Glen WMA, tallied 14
individuals 30 May (JG).
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Chimney Swift: Reports were routine of this common spring migrant east and central,
uncommon west.
White-throated Swift: Only the fifth report of spring migrants in northern Sheridan
Co was one in Gordon 6 May (D&MW). This species breeds east on the Pine
Ridge as far as Beaver Creek near Hay Springs in northwest Sheridan Co.
Ruby-throated Hummingbird: Reports were routine of this fairly common spring
migrant east, uncommon central, rare casual west.
Black-chinned Hummingbird: None were reported of this less-than-annual summer
visitor.
Broad-tailed Hummingbird: None were reported of this less-than-annual western
spring migrant.
Yellow Rail: Only the third and fourth spring reports in the last 10 years were singles
flushed at Jack Sinn WMA, Lancaster Co, 21 (JGJ) and 24 (LE) May. There
are now 17 accepted records for spring, 13 of these during 26 Apr-24 May.
Black Rail: None were reported of this less-than-annual statewide spring visitor.
King Rail: None were reported of this less-than-annual statewide spring visitor.
Virginia Rail: Two on Blue Creek, Garden Co, 18 Mar (KMD) probably wintered
there; EEDs for presumed migrants are 8-10 Apr.
Sora: Arrival was early and in good numbers; rather early were two in Clay Co 5 Apr
(EWa, JH), and one northerly for the date in Holt Co 9 Apr (EBr, MB).
Previous EEDs were 10-12 Apr. A good count was the 12 at LSWNP 17
May (C&AA); spring highs are 14-51.
Common Gallinule: None were reported of this less-than-annual spring migrant south
and east.
American Coot: The 3000 at BOL 25 Apr (CHa) was a good count; spring highs are
4000-6000.
Sandhill Crane: Peak counts seem to be getting larger; this spring’s peak count in the
Central Platte Valley was 598,000 on 24 Mar (ACa). Good numbers roost
elsewhere along the Platte and North Platte Rivers; 10,000 were at North
River WMA, Lincoln Co, 25 Mar (RCa), 10,200 were at Clear Creek WMA
and nearby, Garden Co, 17 Mar (KMD), and 7500 were tardy in the Lake
Minatare area, Scotts Bluff Co, 7 Apr (KD). At the Scotts Bluff location,
4000 were found 21 Mar (SLe), corresponding to the peak count timing
elsewhere in mid-Mar. However, that Apr push at Lake Minatare
corresponded to similar Apr counts elsewhere; 1600 were near Fort
Robinson, Dawes Co, 7 Apr (SLe) and 1150 were at Valentine NWR, Cherry
Co, 12 Apr (ODa). Jim Ducey noted that there were deaths due to a mid-Apr
blizzard in Cherry Co, followed by a “major migratory movement” in midApr; such weather perhaps causing the delay in migration into mid-Apr of the
Dawes, Scotts Bluff and Cherry Cos flocks cited above. The easternmost
high count was 1500 at Deep Well WMA, Hamilton Co, 14 Mar (GR). There
were two reports from known breeding locations: an adult and a colt were at
Kiowa WMA, Scotts Bluff Co, 25 May (KD, photo), and an adult in brown
plumage was at Hutton Sanctuary, Rock Co, 31 May (JSc). A rather late date
was of two in Hall Co 24 May (CFo): ELDs for spring migrants are 22-24
May.
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Common Crane: None were reported of this less-than-annual spring migrant central
and western Platte River Valley.
Whooping Crane: An early bird appeared in the Doniphan area, Hall Co, 4 Mar
(AND); since expected arrival dates of migrants are around 20 Mar, as
determined by sightings of more than a single bird, subsequent reports of a
single bird in Hall Co 4 Mar-20 Mar (BBr) probably were of this one bird.
EEDs are 3-4 Mar. The first group of migrants, three, arrived at Rowe
Sanctuary, Buffalo Co, 21 Mar (SBr). Best count was the encouraging new
high spring count of 35 in the Central Platte Valley 5 Apr (JGJ); previous
highs were 11-21.
Black-necked Stilt: This species is a rare spring migrant in the east; however, there
was a nice push of 11 migrants there this spring at six different locations in
the period 2-18 May (m. ob.); best count was three at Stagecoach Lake,
Lancaster Co, including a copulating pair (SKr). All reports after 18 May
were from the western Nebraska breeding range.
American Avocet: Reports were routine of this common spring migrant west and
central, fairly common east.
Black-bellied Plover: Reports were routine of this uncommon, locally common,
statewide spring migrant.
American Golden-Plover: Rather early were three in Fillmore Co 17 Mar (EWa) and
one in Adams Co 20 Mar (DTh); EEDs in spring are 16-19 Mar. An excellent
count was the 750 in the area of Tamora WPA, Seward Co, 6 May (TJW);
spring highs are 789-1003, all in the RWB.
Snowy Plover: None were reported of this usually annual but rare spring visitor
central, less-than-annual elsewhere.
Semipalmated Plover: Reports were routine of this fairly common spring migrant
east and central, uncommon west.
Piping Plover: First reported arrival was one rather early at HL 14 Apr (SKr photo);
EEDs are 11-13 Apr. First arrivals at LM were three on 29 Apr (MB, EBr);
11 were in the Little Thunder and Martin Bays area as well as Sandy Beach
there the next day (m. ob.).
Killdeer: Best count was the 177 at Lake Wanahoo, Saunders Co, 19 Apr (I&PH);
spring high counts are 231-442.
Mountain Plover: The five reports totaling seven birds were all in May from the
known breeding range in Kimball Co (m. ob.); in Nebraska, most sightings
are of local breeders, as this species is an early migrant mostly west of
Nebraska.
Upland Sandpiper: Reports were routine of this fairly common statewide spring
migrant.
Whimbrel: There were four reports of this rare spring migrant 30 Apr-20 May.
Unexpected in Apr, a group of eight fly-bys was seen briefly at LM 30 Apr
(CSt); only 15-20% of Whimbrel records are in Apr. Also a bit early were
three fly-bys at HCR 8 May (PD), whereas right on time were singles
photographed at Straightwater WMA, Seward Co, 13 May (SKr, MW), a
rather easterly sighting, and at Box Butte Reservoir, Dawes Co, 20 May
(DH).
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Long-billed Curlew: Reports were routine of this fairly common spring migrant
central and west, less-than-annual east.
Hudsonian Godwit: Rather early were 1-2 at Lake Wanahoo, Saunders Co, 7-10 Apr
(JGJ, m. ob.); EEDs in spring are 6-7 Apr. Six had arrived there by 11 Apr
(KGo).
Marbled Godwit: One in Valley Co 5 Apr (WF photo) was rather early; EEDs in
spring are 29 Mar-5 Apr. An excellent count was the flock of 56 on a beach
at LM 30 Apr (MB et al.); high spring counts, not all of single flocks, are
134-1100, all in the tight period 22-25 Apr. A group of eight feeding in a
pool at CLNWR 9 Apr (ODa, JGJ) may have been migrating to James Bay
rather than the northern Great Plains (see https://birds.outdoor
nebraska.gov/marbled-godwit).
Ruddy Turnstone: One at Straightwater WMA, Seward Co, 1 May (MSh) was a bit
early; EEDs in spring are 29-30 Apr. An excellent count was the flock of 31
at LNB 23 May (EBr, MB photo); high spring counts are 42-100.
Red Knot: None were reported of this less-than-annual statewide spring migrant.
Ruff: None were reported of this less-than-annual spring migrant central and east.
Stilt Sandpiper: Reports were routine of this common spring migrant central, fairly
common east and west.
Sanderling: Reports were routine of this uncommon statewide spring migrant.
Dunlin: One in Adams Co 2 Apr (GWa) was rather early; EEDs for spring are 31 Mar2 Apr.
Baird’s Sandpiper: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring migrant.
Least Sandpiper: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring migrant.
White-rumped Sandpiper: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring
migrant.
Buff-breasted Sandpiper: Reports were routine of this fairly common, locally
common, spring migrant Rainwater Basin, uncommon eastward, rare
westward.
Pectoral Sandpiper: Reports were routine of this common spring migrant east and
central, rare west.
Semipalmated Sandpiper: Reports were routine of this abundant spring migrant east
and central, fairly common west.
Western Sandpiper: There were three accepted reports of this rare statewide spring
migrant: singles were at Merganser Lake, Lancaster Co, 21 Apr (M&CVB),
in Clay Co 29 Apr (GR), and in Jefferson Co 1 May (WF).
Short-billed Dowitcher: Rare in the Panhandle, four were in Scotts Bluff Co 4 May
(KD).
Long-billed Dowitcher: Reports were routine of this common, locally abundant,
spring migrant central and west, fairly common east.
American Woodcock: There were westerly reports suggesting some range expansion
or consolidation, notably at CR; three displaying birds were at Gracie Creek,
Loup Co, 5 Apr (S&SD), and four were displaying near the southwest edge
of the reservoir in Garfield Co 20 Apr (TPe). One was at the latter location
14 Mar (BG). Knox Co has had several reports over the years; this spring 12 were along 531 Avenue 30 Apr-1 May (EBr, MB).
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Wilson’s Snipe: ELDs for spring migrants (away from known breeding areas) are 1317 May; two on 13 May in Seward Co (MW) were tardy.
Spotted Sandpiper: Reports were routine of this fairly common statewide spring
migrant.
Solitary Sandpiper: The six at PP 5 May (BSt) was a good count; high is seven.
Lesser Yellowlegs: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring migrant.
Willet: A good count for the east, where uncommon in spring, was the 35 at
Stagecoach Lake, Lancaster Co, 30 Apr (EJa).
Greater Yellowlegs: Arrival was generally on the early side, with four reports of 1-3
birds 3-4 Mar (m. ob.); EEDs are 1-2 Mar.
Wilson’s Phalarope: Best counts were 2700 at CLNWR 5 May (SMi, CDe), 2000
there 3 May (MSh), and 2000 at Twin Lakes, Rock Co, 4 May (JJ). Spring
high counts are 6550-10,000.
Red-necked Phalarope: One in Buffalo Co 27 Apr (AF) was rather early; EEDs are
19-24 Apr. Tardy in the east, where rare in spring, was one at PL 26 May
(MW); ELDs away from breeding areas are 30 May-1 Jun.
Red Phalarope: None were reported of this less-than-annual spring migrant central
and east.
Bonaparte’s Gull: Reports were routine of this fairly common statewide spring
migrant.
Laughing Gull: None were reported of this rare statewide summer visitor; EEDs are
12-19 May.
Franklin’s Gull: The 5000 at the Lincoln Landfill, Lancaster Co, 21 Apr (ERa) was
a good count; spring highs are 12,592 and 20,000.
Mew Gull: Surprisingly, there were two reports of this less-than-annual statewide
spring migrant, both photographed adults. One was at BOL 11 Mar (NA,
MW), the other at LO 21 Apr (NA).
Ring-billed Gull: Best count was a carefully-estimated 13,400 at BOL 21 Mar (SSc,
JCa); high spring counts are 19,000-30,000.
California Gull: Surprisingly few reports were received of this fairly common spring
visitor westward; two were as expected from LM, a first cycle immature 21
Apr (NA photo) and an adult 30 Apr (MB et al., photo), but the third was a
rare find in the east, a “near-adult” at LNB 27 May (RFl photo). This is a
rather late date for reports away from LM; ELDs are 27-30 May. Easterly
and central spring reports of California Gull are of the northern Great Plains
prairie breeding subspecies Larus californicus albertaensis and are less-thanannual.
Herring Gull: Reports were routine of this common, locally abundant, statewide
spring migrant.
Iceland Gull: All but two of the numerous reports were of former Thayer’s Gull from
LM and BOL; last reports at both locations were of adults. At LM at least
five were reported through 21 Apr, two adults, a 3rd-year, and two 1st-year
(m. ob.), and at BOL six through 12 Apr, an adult, a 4th-year (NA, many
reports of an adult here likely were of this bird), a 3rd year, two 2nd years,
and a 1st year (m. ob.). Two reports were of former Kumlien’s Gull; a pale
1st year was at LM 20 Mar (FH), and another was in Douglas Co 30 Mar (JR,
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NA). An adult at LM 21 Apr (NA photo) was tardy; ELDs are 23 Apr (three
times).
Lesser Black-backed Gull: At least 13 were reported of this uncommon statewide
spring migrant; most were at either BOL or LM (m. ob.). A 2nd-year bird
was tardy at Valentine NWR, Cherry Co, 2 May (MSh); ELDs were 30 Apr2 May.
Glaucous-winged Gull: None were reported of this less-than-annual statewide spring
migrant.
Glaucous Gull: Up to three immatures at LM 21-30 Apr (NA, MB et al.) were tardy;
although ELDs are 11-13 Apr, there are five late Apr records of laggardly
immatures 21 Apr-2 May.
Great Black-backed Gull: None were reported of this less-than-annual statewide
spring migrant.
Least Tern: One in Knox Co near Niobrara was early on 9 May (MB, EBr); EEDs are
11-12 May.

This putative Arctic Tern was photographed by Ross Silcock at Lake Ogallala, Keith Co,
13 May 2018. Its identity is unsettled.

Caspian Tern: Reports were routine of this uncommon statewide spring migrant.
Black Tern: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring migrant.
Common Tern: Three at LM 30 Apr (MB et al.) were early; EEDs are 30 Apr-2 May.
There were only two other reports of this uncommon statewide spring
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migrant, both also from LM: five on 13 May (WRS) and three on 21 May
(PJa).
Sterna sp.: A report of a Sterna tern at LM 13 May (WRS, photos,
https://ebird.org/view/checklist/S45687507)
generated
discussion
regarding its identity and will be submitted to NOURC. Experts on Frontiers
of Field Identification disagreed on its identity; a case for Common Tern was
based on the legs appearing too long and not blood red as well as the “contrast
in feather age between [inner] primaries 1-5 (fresh and pale) and [outer] 6-10
(subtly darker). This contrast can be very difficult to discern early in the
season, as in the mid May date of this individual and this is absolutely typical
for Common Tern”. Another expert could not see this molt sequence or any
indication of a Common Tern molt sequence in photos of the Nebraska bird.
Indeed, the flight shot below shows dark tips on the trailing edge of the outer
primaries.
Forster’s Tern: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring migrant.
Red-throated Loon: Only the 6th spring record for Nebraska was an apparent basic
adult at BOL 17 Mar (MW photo).
Pacific Loon: Only the 7th spring record for Nebraska was an apparent basic immature
at Lake Wanahoo, Saunders Co, 5 Apr (GR details). All but one of the seven
reports are from the east, the exception one at LO in 1999.
Common Loon: One at LO 31 Mar (NA) was early that far west; EEDs for the
Panhandle are 5-9 Apr. Also early were one in Lancaster Co 12 Mar (JSS)
and two in Hall Co 13 Mar (THu). EEDs east of the Panhandle are 11-12
Mar. Good numbers were reported, including a record spring count of 17 at
BOL 17 Apr, all but one in alternate plumage (MW), and 12 at PL 15 Apr
(M&CVB). Previous spring high counts were 12-15.
Yellow-billed Loon: A report of one at PL 10 Apr was not accepted by the eBird
reviewer but will be forwarded to the NOURC. There are only three records
for Nebraska, all in fall.
Neotropic Cormorant: Diagnostic photos of an immature at BOL 29 Mar and very
likely the same bird 13 May (SSc, JCa) provided the 3rd-earliest spring date
of this rare summer visitor east and central; EEDs are 31 Mar-5 Apr. Another
was at Carter Lake, Omaha, 11-13 Apr (JR, m. ob.).
Double-crested Cormorant: Tardy away from known breeding areas were one at
Jack Sinn WMA, Lancaster Co, 31 May (LE), two at NLB 30 May (JGJ), and
two at Verdon Lake SRA, Richardson Co, 30 May (SQ). ELDs away from
known breeding locations are 31 May-1 Jun. Best count reported was the
2550 at BOL 16 Apr (LE); spring high counts are 5000-6000.
American White Pelican: Reports were routine of this abundant statewide spring
migrant.
American Bittern: ELDs are 17 May (three times) where breeding was not known to
occur, and so reports in mid-May and later in suitable habitat may indicate
nesting: one was at LSWNP 22 May (MGa).
Least Bittern: This species probably breeds every year there is water in the western
Sandhills; one was flushed at Willy Lake, Sheridan Co, 30 May (SM), where
breeding has occurred previously. There are no known breeding reports for
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Knox Co, but suggestive was a report of five just west of Niobrara SP 25 May
(MB, EBr, PR).
Great Blue Heron: A record spring count was the 85 around a pond west of Benedict,
York Co, 13 Apr (SM); these were likely migrants or immature non-breeders.
Great Egret: Numbers this spring were staggering; sifting through the 414 reports and
avoiding duplication, there was a minimum of 598 individuals reported.
Previous high counts were 30-43, but this spring there were no fewer than
four locations themselves reporting 30+ birds. These alone tallied 178 Great
Egrets: 56 at Fremont Lakes SRA, Dodge Co, 18 Apr (GR), 44 at PL 14 Apr
(MW), 42 at LNB 14 Apr (NR), and 36 at Two Rivers SRA, Douglas Co, 17
Apr (KKa). This species is rare in the Panhandle, but a surprise was the 2-4
at Kiowa WMA, Scotts Bluff Co, 20 May (EB, KH). Another was westerly
at LM 4 May (LKe).
Snowy Egret: The five at Fuchtman Playa, Antelope Co, 25 May (EBr, PR) was a
good count; spring high counts are 5-28.
Little Blue Heron: There were four reports of this uncommon eastern and central
spring migrant; an adult was a bit early in Franklin Co 10 Apr (MPe, GWa),
an adult was in western Douglas Co 21 and 25 Apr (SBr, JR), another adult
was at HCR 6 May (BBr), and a “calico” immature was found by Sam
Bennett at HH 11-15 May (SMa, m. ob.).
Cattle Egret: This species, like Great Egret, is rare in the west, however, this spring
there were four reports, including a good tally of 22 at the North Platte SL,
Lincoln Co, 21 May (MW); 7 were there the next day (WB). The other
reports were of one at Lakeside, Sheridan Co, 13 May (D&MW), 1-2 near
Broadwater, Morrill Co, 17-20 May (GR, MB, EBr, SMa), and two near
Ellsworth, Sheridan Co, 17 May (D&MW).
Green Heron: Reports were routine of this fairly common spring migrant east and
south-central, uncommon north-central, rare casual Panhandle.
Black-crowned Night-Heron: Reports were routine of this fairly common statewide
spring migrant.
Yellow-crowned Night-Heron: Rare in spring, there were three reports, all at the edge
of the expected southeast Nebraska range; two were westerly, an adult in
Lincoln Co 20 May (VC photo) and an immature on a house roof in Grand
Island, Hall Co, (fide AMa, JGJ). The third report was of a northerly adult
in Burt Co 24 May (ECH, EBr).
Glossy Ibis: Observers are able to find this species fairly routinely these days by
searching flocks of White-faced Ibis in spring in the western Sandhills. There
were four such records, two accompanied by diagnostic photos: 18 May
CLNWR (MW photo), 20 May near Lakeside, Sheridan Co, (JR, SMe photo),
20 May northeast Sheridan Co (JJ), and 21 May near Oshkosh, Garden Co,
(LE). A somewhat surprising easterly location was Platte Co, where 1-2 were
found at Wilkinson WMA 21 and 25 May (LKe photo).
White-faced Ibis: Numbers of this species continue to increase; around 200 were seen
between Gordon, Sheridan Co, and Fort Robinson SHP, Dawes Co, on 20
May, including one flock of 75-100 (JJ), 200 were at CLNWR 3 May (MSh),
and 260 were there 18 May (MW). Spring high counts are 170-400. Of
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interest at a previous breeding location in the RWB were 30-40 in the middle
of Harvard WPA, Clay Co, 20 Apr (SM).

This Glossy Ibis was photographed by Lynette Keeshan at Wilkinson WMA, Platte
Co, 21 May 2018. The bluish facial skin indicates this bird is not a hybrid or an
introgressant, both of which would show purplish facial skin.

Turkey Vulture: One over Bellevue, Sarpy Co, 1 Mar (L&BP) was rather early;
recent years have seen early arrivers, establishing EEDs 25-26 Feb. Best
count was the 85 at a Lincoln, Lancaster Co, roost 13 Apr (RSt) where 58
were present 31 Mar (LPl); high spring counts are 80-150.
Osprey: Active nest sites for the past few years are centered on two main locations:
Scotts Bluff Co and the LO-Keystone area. Each came up with a new nest
site this spring; at LO, an Osprey was carrying a stick 21 Apr (WF) and a nest
on a telephone pole just below Kingsley Dam was being added to on 4 May
(LKe photo). At the known Keystone site just down-river, one was on the
nest 4 May (LKe photo). In Scotts Bluff Co, previously known nests were
occupied 27 Mar at Shannon-Berggren (KD), 9 Apr at Sugar Factory (KD
photo), and 4 May at Jirdon’s (KD); these locations are shown at
https://birds.outdoornebraska.gov/osprey/. New in Scotts Bluff Co was a
nest with an incubating bird south of Mitchell 8 May (KD). The 27 Mar
sighting of an incubating bird at Shannon-Berggren (KD) is a new early date
for nest building/incubation.
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Golden Eagle: Reports were routine of this uncommon spring migrant west and
central, rare east.
Northern Harrier: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring migrant.
Sharp-shinned Hawk: Reports were routine of this uncommon, locally common,
statewide spring migrant.
Cooper’s Hawk: A series of visits to a nest site in Lancaster Co added new breeding
phenology information: nest-building 7 Mar and nestlings 30 May (RSt)
were both new early dates.
Northern Goshawk: None were reported of this less-than-annual statewide spring
migrant.
Bald Eagle: Best count was the 200 at BOL 3 Mar (MW); spring high counts are 273800.
Mississippi Kite: Birds returned to known breeding sites in Ogallala by 17 May (JR,
SMe), North Platte by 15 May (BEd, WB), and McCook by 30 May (WF).
An adult was in Deuel Co 21 May (LE). Nesting is unknown in Lancaster
Co and so most intriguing were separate sightings within two miles of each
other in Lincoln of singles 11 May (RE) and 29 May (DBa fide JGJ, photo).
Apparently wandering immatures were at Fort Niobrara NWR, Cherry Co,
17 May (RSt) and in Gordon, Sheridan Co, 27 May (D&MW).
Red-shouldered Hawk: Sightings of the wintering bird at BOL continued through 13
Mar (KGo, SSc). Singles at PL 25 Mar (MW) and 15 Apr (LE) may have
been the same bird and possibly the BOL bird.
Broad-winged Hawk: Reports at or west of the expected easterly migration corridor
continue, this year along the Niobrara River east of Fort Niobrara NWR in
Cherry Co 14 May (ODa, SBr), a series of sightings in Gordon, Sheridan Co,
26 Apr-22 May (D&MW photo), 1-2 at LO 30 Apr (MB et al.), and one at
Venango, Perkins Co, 22 Apr (WF).
Swainson’s Hawk: EEDs for this species are 31 Mar-2 Apr along with a 29 Mar date;
this spring there were reports 27, 28, and 30 Mar. Details provided for the
27 and 28 Mar dates described the unique underwing pattern. Peak migration
in Texas is in mid-Mar, first arrivals in Kansas are in late March, and early
dates in South Dakota are 19-22 Mar, lending support to the late Mar
Nebraska reports. These were 27 Mar at BOL (LE), 28 Mar at SCP (JSS); 30
Mar in Dodge Co (GR).
Red-tailed (Eastern Red-tailed) Hawk (Buteo jamaicensis borealis): Reports were
routine of this common statewide spring migrant.
Red-tailed (Eastern Red-tailed) Hawk (B. j. krideri): The only report was of one in
Sheridan Co 20 May (MCl), where it is not unusual most of the year. Krider’s
is usually treated as a pale color morph of Eastern Red-tailed Hawk (B. j.
borealis).
Red-tailed (Northern Red-tailed) Hawk (B. j. abieticola): None were reported of
this less-than-annual eastern winter visitor.
Red-tailed (Western Red-tailed) Hawk (B. j. calurus): There were two quite late
reports without details 30 Apr at LM (MB et al.) and 20 May near Arnold,
Custer Co, (EBr, MB). These reports may be of non-breeding immatures,
which migrate later than adults. ELDs are 10 Apr (three times).
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Red-tailed (Harlan’s) Hawk (B. j. harlani): One at LSWNP 16 Apr (JSS) was rather
late; ELDs are 17-20 Apr.
Rough-legged Hawk: One near Harrison, Sioux Co, 20 May (RSt) was tardy; ELDs
are 19-20 May.
Ferruginous Hawk: The first documented record for the far east was of a light morph
juvenile in Lancaster Co 15 Apr (MW photo). The prairie dog town at Prairie
Dog WPA, Kearney Co, is a reliable wintering spot; 1-2 were there 13 Mar15 Apr (JN, JPe).

This light morph juvenile Ferruginous Hawk, the first documented in far eastern Nebraska,
was photographed in Lancaster Co by Michael Willison 15 Apr 2018.
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Barn Owl: One in Furnas Co 12 Mar (DHa) was rather early; EEDs are 10-11 Mar.
An unexpected easterly report was of one in a Stanton Co farm barn 10 Apr
(EBr, MB, LBr), probably a county first record. Reports have increased in
the northeast in recent years. Other apparently nesting birds were reported at
Ash Hollow SHP, Garden Co, 22 May (RSt) and one in a roadside cut n. of
Hershey, Keith Co, 4 May (LKe).
Eastern Screech-Owl: There were three reports of fledglings 20-29 May in the
western half of the state (m. ob.), a bit early, especially when compared to the
five “tiny” chicks in a nest box at NNF Bessey, Thomas Co, 22 May (WM).
Previous early date for fledglings was 23 May.
Great Horned Owl: Reports were routine of this common statewide resident.
Snowy Owl: The last reports following a good showing this past winter were singles
in Saunders Co 2 Mar (TKa) and Boyd Co 3 Mar (WF).
Burrowing Owl: Easternmost was a presumed migrant in Webster Co 25 Apr (JPe).
The 16 at CLNWR 5 May (CDe, SMi) was a good count; spring high counts
are 23-41.
Barred Owl: This species is extending its range westward in the Platte and Republican
River Valleys at a mind-boggling pace. A few dead birds previously found
in North Platte, Lincoln Co, parking lots were thought to be roadkill carried
west on truck grills on I-80, but a live bird was photographed in North Platte
17 Apr (WB). Even one found only as far west as the Alda Bridge, Hall Co,
14 Mar (GR) was some 30 miles from the nearest known location in southern
Howard Co. Completing the surprises were two calling at Medicine Creek
Reservoir, Frontier Co, 5 May (WF), about 70 miles southeast of North Platte
and the first record that far west in the Republican River Valley drainage; the
species has only recently been found in Harlan Co, some 80 miles to the south
and east. Seemingly minor by comparison were reports at western extremes
of the range in riparian corridors in Polk Co on the Big Blue 14 May (JGJ)
and Stanton Co on the Elkhorn 23 Apr (MB).
Long-eared Owl: The only nest reported was near CR in Garfield Co 20 Apr; two
birds were present (TPe).
Short-eared Owl: Reports after mid-Apr may be of potential nesting birds, although
this is a rare resident. Such reports were of two in Dixon Co 21 Apr (JJ) and
one in Webster Co 25 Apr (JPe). One at Valentine NWR, Cherry Co, 31 May
(ODa) was quite likely to have been nesting at that location.
Northern Saw-whet Owl: The number of reports continues to increase. Of the six
reports for this spring, only one was of nesting: a set of four eggs in a nest
box at Ash Hollow SHP, Garden Co, that was abandoned 18 Apr, the
southernmost Nebraska nest to date (WM). The others included a road-killed
bird picked up near Lynch, Boyd Co, 9 Mar (JKo fide WM), three recorded
calling at a known wintering area in southeastern Lincoln Co 1 Mar (JR,
SMe), at least one calling north of Ponca, Dixon Co, 10-11 Mar (EBr, LBr),
one calling 28 Apr at Camp Halsey, NNF Bessey, Thomas Co, an area where
breeding has previously occurred (MB, EBr), and a surprising four calling at
Anderson Bridge WMA, Cherry Co, 20 May (TEL, GL).
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Belted Kingfisher: The five at Wildwood WMA, Lancaster Co, 25 Apr (M&CVB)
added to evidence that there is a detectable migratory push by this species in
late Apr; high counts are 5-7, in the period 12 Apr-6 May.
Lewis’s Woodpecker: The only report of this rare local breeder in the Panhandle was
of one in Sowbelly Canyon, Sioux Co, the only known current breeding
location in the state, 18 May (MB, EBr, photo). Migrants pass through in
very low numbers in May also.
Red-headed Woodpecker: Reports were routine of this common spring migrant east
and central, fairly common west.
Red-bellied Woodpecker: This species continues to appear at new westerly locations;
this spring’s pioneer was at Hemingford, Box Butte Co, 15 May (WF),
apparently a first county record. At the west edge of the range was one in
Gordon, Sheridan Co, 24 Mar at the same feeder at which it was seen in Feb
(M&DW), and a female “deep in the Sandhills” at Mullen, Hooker Co, 13
Mar (RW) was westernmost to date on the Middle Loup River.
Yellow-bellied Sapsucker: Reports were routine of this uncommon spring migrant
east and central; none were reported from the Panhandle, where it is less than
annual.
Red-naped Sapsucker: None were reported of this less-than-annual Panhandle spring
migrant.
Downy Woodpecker: The Rocky Mountain subspecies Picoides pubescens leucurus
may only be a rare winter visitor to extreme northwestern Nebraska, although
one with entirely black wings was hanging out with an eastern P. p. medianus
at Fort Robinson SHP campground, Dawes Co, 18 May (WRS).
Hairy Woodpecker: Reports were routine of this common resident west, fairly
common central and east.
Northern Flicker: Good counts of migrants were the 50 at Fort Kearny SRA, Buffalo
Co, 15 May (BBr) and 42 at LSWNP 13 Apr (LE). Spring high counts are
34-50.
Northern (Red-Shafted) Flicker: Two at LSWNP 13 Apr (LE) were rather late;
ELDs in the east are Apr 10-15. These dates refer to true red-shafted birds;
later reports without details are most likely to be lighter shades of red, usually
referred to as “salmon-shafted”. There were four such reports in the east
through 22 May (m. ob.).
Pileated Woodpecker: Although this species has been moving gradually northward
in the Missouri River Valley, previous northernmost records were from
southeastern Washington Co. Thus, two reports from the extreme northeast
are the first for each county: one was at PSP 18 Mar (EBr, LBr) and another
flew over Kramper Lake, Dakota Co, 21 Apr (BFH). As yet there are no
reports in the Missouri River Valley between Washington and Dakota Cos.
Reports are increasing in the lower Platte River Valley; there were four
reports from Schramm SP, Sarpy Co, 23 Apr-12 May (m. ob.).
American Kestrel: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring migrant.
Merlin: Reports were routine of this uncommon statewide spring migrant.
Gyrfalcon: None were reported of this less-than-annual statewide winter visitor;
ELDs are 24 Feb-3 Mar.
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Peregrine Falcon: Although elusive, one at the known nesting site at the North Omaha
Power Station, Douglas Co, was seen 12 Apr (JT).
Prairie Falcon: Reports were routine of this fairly common winter visitor west and
central, rare east; ELDs in the east are 30 Apr-1 May.
Olive-sided Flycatcher: This species is rare in the Panhandle, although this spring
there were reports from four locations, partly due to the NOU meeting being
held at Fort Robinson SHP 19-21 May. Singles were in Dawes Co 20 May
(GR) and Scotts Bluff Co the same day (MW). Interestingly, the other reports
involved the first and last for the period, both from Sheridan Co. One was at
Gordon 5 May (D&MW) and singles were at Smith Lake WMA 20 and 28
May (D&MW).
Western Wood-Pewee: Numbers continue to increase at the eastern edge of the
Niobrara River Valley summer range; nine were at Fort Niobrara NWR 25
May (RTy), and one was farther east in Brown Co 21 May (GR). At the west
end of LM, 3-5 were at Clear Creek WMA and nearby 30-31 May (AKr et
al.), a known summer location for some time. One at Hyannis, Grant Co, 17
May was probably a migrant (GR).
Eastern Wood-Pewee: This spring, arrival was early, and numbers were good. EEDs
are 4-8 May, but this spring there four reports for 5 May alone (m. ob.). Best
count was 12, achieved at four locations in Lancaster and Dakota Cos; spring
high counts are 13-20. Numbers were thought to be up at FF (EB).
Westernmost reports were at known locations where both pewee species
occur together: Clear Creek WMA, Keith Co, and the Valentine, Cherry Co,
area.
Yellow-bellied Flycatcher: The 10 reports were as expected in the far east. Earliest
was rather early at FF 8 May (MCl); EEDs are 5-8 May.
Acadian Flycatcher: Reports were routine of this locally uncommon spring migrant
southeast.
Alder Flycatcher: Westerly, but not unexpected for this fairly common migrant east,
uncommon central, were singles heard at NNF Bessey, Thomas Co, 17 May
(KH) and Valentine City Park, Cherry Co, 21 May (SQ).
Willow Flycatcher: Reports were routine of this fairly common spring migrant east,
uncommon central and west.
Least Flycatcher: Best count reported was a record 60 at FF 12 May (JR, SMe, SBr);
previous spring highs were 50-58.
Hammond’s Flycatcher: None were reported of this less-than-annual Panhandle
spring migrant.
Gray Flycatcher: None were reported of this less-than-annual Panhandle spring
migrant.
Dusky Flycatcher: Nebraska’s 11th spring record and earliest by nine days was one
at LM 30 Apr (MB et al., recording).
Cordilleran Flycatcher: The only report of this uncommon Pine Ridge breeder was
of one in Sowbelly Canyon, Sioux Co, 18 May (MB, EBr).
Eastern Phoebe: Numbers were high for this species; high counts are 11-50, and this
spring there were three counts 12-25, best the 25 at Fremont Lakes SRA,
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Dodge Co, 22 Apr (KSh). Rare in the western Loup River drainage, one was
at NNF Bessey 31 May (AMe).
Say’s Phoebe: One at HCR 17 Mar (TBa) was early; EEDs were 18-20 Mar. There
is a 13 Mar record also. The only report from the east, where it is less than
annual, was of one at PL 15 Apr (M&CVB, photo); this is only the 11th
overall report south and east of Polk Co.
Vermilion Flycatcher: Nebraska’s fourth for spring, 7th overall, was a female at
Buffalo County Lake, Buffalo Co, 11 Apr (WF, photo). There are 17 records
for Kansas and three for South Dakota.
Great Crested Flycatcher: Reports west of Keith Co in the North Platte River Valley
(and areas in the western Panhandle south of the Pine Ridge) are few; one
was at Bridgeport SRA, Morrill Co, 20 May (SSp).
Cassin’s Kingbird: The 7 near Crawford, Dawes Co, 18 May (MW) was a new spring
high count; previous high was six (three times).
Western Kingbird: Reports were routine of this common spring migrant west and
central, fairly common east.
Eastern Kingbird: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring migrant.
Scissor-tailed Flycatcher: Only two were reported, fewer than in recent years. One,
however, returned to a regular location near Denton, Lancaster Co, 7 May
(MW) and was seen by several observers through the period. The other was
an apparent female near Marsland, Dawes Co, 22 May (RSt). North of the
Platte River Valley and in the Panhandle this species is less than annual; there
are fewer than 10 records in all for the Panhandle.
Loggerhead Shrike: Reports were routine of this fairly common statewide spring
migrant.
Northern Shrike: Last to leave was one in Scotts Bluff Co 7 Apr (KD); ELDs in the
north and west are 11-13 Apr. None were seen on a week-long circuit through
the west 1-6 Mar (WM).
White-eyed Vireo: Now annual in occurrence in the southeast in recent years, this
year’s was at Holmes Lake, Lancaster Co, 1 May (LKo).
Bell’s Vireo: Reports were routine of this fairly common spring migrant east and
central, uncommon west.
Yellow-throated Vireo: Numbers were good this spring. High counts are 6-17, but
this spring eight were at PRSP 4 May (RSt) and there were two reports of
seven, at FF 5 May (ERa, MW) and 12 May (JR, SBr, SMe). Far west of the
expected eastern migration corridor, and only the fifth spring Panhandle
record, was one near Oshkosh, Garden Co, 18 May (TBr). One-two at Grove
Lake WMA, Antelope Co, 15-16 May (MB, EBr) were probably migrants,
but there are single previous records there for Jun and Jul. This species breeds
in the lower Niobrara River Valley.
Cassin’s Vireo: None were reported of this less-than-annual western spring migrant.
Blue-headed Vireo: A rare find at the west edge of the expected spring migration
corridor was one in Hall Co 11 May (SM). There are fewer than 10 reports
west of Hall Co, including one for the Panhandle.
Plumbeous Vireo: Reports were routine of his uncommon Panhandle spring migrant.
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Philadelphia Vireo: Reports of this species continue to increase, with a total of 37
individuals found this spring (m. ob.), a new spring seasonal record. One was
westerly at Ravenna, Buffalo Co, 13 May (LE), and one at Grove Lake,
Antelope Co, 16 May (MB, EBr) was at the west edge of the expected spring
migration corridor.
Warbling Vireo: Arrival in the Panhandle is about 10 days later than in the east;
western birds are a different subspecies. Rather early in the west was one in
Gordon, Sheridan Co, 27 Apr (D&MW); EEDs there are 26-27 Apr. Best
count was an impressive 84 at FF 12 May (ERa, MW), second highest spring
count on record; highs are 40-100.
Red-eyed Vireo: Reports were routine of this common spring migrant east and central,
uncommon west.
Pinyon Jay: None were reported of this rare local resident in the Panhandle.
Blue Jay: Reports were routine of this common resident and spring migrant east and
central, fairly common west.
Clark’s Nutcracker: The only report of this less-than-annual winter visitor with
ELDs 25 May-1 Jun was of one “flying east” at WHNC 23 May (RW);
intriguingly, 15 were reported in the same general area 18 Feb this past
winter.
Black-billed Magpie: Most reports (16) were from the northwest, south to Scotts
Bluff Co; best counts were the seven birds in Smiley Canyon, Dawes Co, 18
May (RSt) and six at nearby Fort Robinson SHP 29 May (CCh). Magpies
occupy the Republican River Valley east to Nuckolls Co, but the only reports
were of 1-4 at one location in Furnas Co 1-29 May (DHa). There was only
one report from the LM area, of one bird there 18 May (MW). Encouraging
was a nest in Pierce Co without date (SW fide JGJ) suggesting that the
isolated population in Pierce, Madison, and Stanton Cos is holding on.
American Crow: Best estimate was the 400 near Winnetoon, Knox Co, 1 Apr (EBr,
LBr, MB); spring high counts for this Great Plains migrant (and resident) are
405-2490.
Horned Lark: Reports were routine of this abundant statewide spring migrant; high
counts of migrants are generally late in the winter period.
Purple Martin: This species was stretching its range limits this spring, notably with
two in Gordon, Sheridan Co, 27 May (D&MW). There have been wellestablished westerly outposts for some time at Ogallala, Keith Co, and
Benkelman, Dundy Co, but gaps between them and the expected contiguous
summer range are being filled. East of Ogallala, 3-6 were at Sutherland,
Lincoln Co, 18-25 May (WB, CBa), and east of Benkelman, two were in
Hitchcock Co 30 May (WF). There are few reports from Chase Co, but one
was in Imperial 30 Apr (MB, EBr).
Tree Swallow: Reports were routine of this common spring migrant east and central,
uncommon west.
Violet-green Swallow: An intriguing report by a group of Colorado birders of 10 over
a pond south of Hyannis, Grant Co, 4 May (ACo) raises the possibility that
these birds might have been eastern Pine Ridge breeders. There have been a
few recent spring records in the western Sandhills and northeast to Valentine.
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Best count was a new spring high count of 40 at Carter Johnson Reservoir,
Dawes Co, 19 May (JR, SMe); previous highs were 39 and 12.
Northern Rough-winged Swallow: Reports were routine of this common statewide
spring migrant.
Bank Swallow: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring migrant.
Cliff Swallow: Best estimate was the 2000 at LO 18 May (MW); high spring counts
are 3500-5000.
Barn Swallow: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring migrant.
Black-capped Chickadee: One of the areas hard-hit in the early 2000s by West Nile
Virus was the central Platte River Valley; numbers have been slowly
recovering there since around 2010, but one in a Minden area yard, Kearney
Co, 4 Mar was the “first there for several years” (LR, RH).
Mountain Chickadee: None were reported of this rare western winter visitor; ELDs
are 2-4 May.
Tufted Titmouse: All reports were, as expected, from the Missouri River Valley
north to Washington Co and the Platte River Valley west to northwestern
Cass Co. Not necessarily a surprise was the absence of reports from
Lancaster Co, where this species is erratic in occurrence.
Red-breasted Nuthatch: There were two reports from likely nesting locations where
there have been previous sightings without breeding evidence, both in
Sheridan Co. Singles were at Gordon Cemetery 13 and 24 May (WF,
D&MW) and Smith Lake WMA 28 May (D&MW), and a pair was working
at a hole at Mullen, Hooker Co, 20 Mar (RW). Elsewhere in the state, ELDs
for winter visitors are in late May; one was at Norfolk, Madison Co, through
the period (DH), and another was in Lincoln, Lancaster Co, 27 May (RSt).
White-breasted Nuthatch: This species winters in areas where it does not breed,
generally departing by mid-May, such as likely migrants in Gordon, Sheridan
Co, 13 May (D&MW) and at the Niobrara River/Highway 17 crossing in
Cherry Co 13 May (WF).
Pygmy Nuthatch: Reports were routine of this common western resident.
Brown Creeper: A new spring high was the 10 at FF 20 Apr (JR), and the six at
Zorinsky Lake, Omaha, 13 Apr (MCl, EB) was a good count also. Previous
spring highs were 5-9. Sightings in known nesting areas after mid-Apr are
indicative of nesting; 1-2 were at FF 5-10 May (JR, JGJ). ELDs for wintering
birds are 27 Apr-2 May, and so rather late were singles at two Omaha
locations 28 Apr (BRe, KRo) and at Towl Park, Omaha, 27 Apr (NR).
Rock Wren: One in Webster Co 11 Apr (GWa) was early and easterly; ELDs are 2-6
Apr.
House Wren: Record early by two weeks was one singing in a Wayne Co yard 14
Mar (EBr, recording). EEDs are 1-2 Apr. The 80 at WP on both 11 and 13
May (MW) were good counts; single-person spring highs were 50-300.
Winter Wren: Only the fourth Panhandle spring record was of one near CSP 18 Mar
(JR, SBr; recording). The equivocal nature of the recording led the observer
to state the song was “almost halfway between [Winter Wren] and [Pacific
Wren]” (JR, https://ebird.org/view/checklist/S43756890). Many, or most,
Winter Wrens may not stay in Nebraska Jan-Mar despite numerous Dec-early
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Jan reports; even in the southeast, reports Jan-Mar are few, and the record
cited above is only the fourth for Mar away from the southeast. The nine at
FF 20 Apr (JR) was a new spring high count; previous highs were five, twice.
Sedge Wren: Two heard only at NNF Bessey, Thomas Co, 17 May (KH) were a bit
west of the expected spring migration corridor, which extends west to a line
from northeast Cherry Co to Franklin Co.
Marsh Wren: Presumed early migrants were singles in McCook, Red Willow Co, 8
Apr (JAB, DHo) and another at Grove Lake, Antelope Co, 9 Apr (JCo);
previous EEDs where wintering was not expected were 10-11 Apr. There
were five reports for 18 Mar-5 Apr from areas in the North Platte and Platte
River Valleys where wintering is likely, including one at Valentine NWR 18
Mar (IBM) and one at LSWNP 22 Mar (LE). Good numbers had arrived at
CLNWR by 26 May, when 100 were estimated (RTy); previous summer
highs were 45-110.
Carolina Wren: There were several reports outside the expected range this spring,
mostly in Mar-Apr at feeders, suggestive of pioneering individuals which is
typical of this species. One was in a Wayne Co yard 19 Mar-26 Apr (EBr,
LBr), and there was a cluster of about eight reports from Buffalo Co 4 Mar13 May (m. ob.), including presumably different individuals at two Kearney
locations (JN, BBr), but no evidence of nesting. There are surprisingly few
records in the Platte River Valley west of Dodge and Saunders Cos; one was
in Merrick Co 13 Apr (SM). The nine at FF 1 May (CNK) was a good count;
highs are 8-10 of this southeastern resident.
Bewick’s Wren: None were reported of this less-than-annual statewide summer
visitor.
Blue-gray Gnatcatcher: Surprisingly, none were found 22 May in limber pines south
of I-80 Exit 1 (WM), a usually reliable location. Fewest reports of migrants
are from the central; one was at CR in Loup Co 14 May (KS).
Golden-crowned Kinglet: Reports were routine of this fairly common statewide
spring migrant.
Ruby-crowned Kinglet: Reports were routine of this common spring migrant east
and central, uncommon west.
Eastern Bluebird: Previous early dates in the Panhandle were 23-25 Mar, but this
spring there was a notable earlier influx, including three reports 18 Mar in
Garden and Sioux Cos (KMD, JR, SBr). Four at LM 3 Mar (SMe) were very
early.
Mountain Bluebird: Three migrants were at the east edge of the migratory corridor
northeast of Mullen in Cherry Co 20 Mar (G&JS). for the west-central; there
are no Feb reports for the Panhandle.
Townsend’s Solitaire: Reports were routine of this common winter resident and
spring and fall migrant west, uncommon central, less than annual east.
Veery: As expected, reports were from eastern and western locations, but not central,
presumably based on different subspecies. One with a “reddish back, light
eye ring, very little spotting on breast” in Hall Co 20 May (SM) was westerly
for an eastern bird.
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Gray-cheeked Thrush: Reports were routine of this uncommon spring migrant east,
rare central, less than annual west. All of the 23 or so reports were from the
Missouri River Valley.
Swainson’s Thrush: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring migrant.

Hermit Thrush fitting the description of the Rocky Mountain subspecies Catharus guttatus
auduboni in Antelope Co 8 May. Photo by Mark Brogie.

Hermit Thrush: Best count was the 14 in Elmwood Park, Omaha 15 Apr (SMa); high
spring counts are 15-20. An intriguing record was of a gray-flanked, grayish
overall Hermit Thrush fitting the description of the Rocky Mountain
subspecies Catharus guttatus auduboni in Antelope Co 8 May (MB photo).
Colorado experts thought it was a C. g. auduboni based on the photo; this is
an extraordinary record since there are no documented records east of
Colorado and Wyoming (eBird), although there is a handful of sight records
in the Nebraska Panhandle and in northeastern Colorado. In fall, evidence is
accumulating that similar-looking gray-flanked pale Hermit Thrushes
migrate from the Pacific Northwest through the western Great Plains as do
Cassin’s Vireo and Townsend’s Warbler. Nebraska has one documented
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record in fall of a gray-flanked Hermit Thrush, but its measurements
eliminate C. g. auduboni and are referable to one of the smaller Pacific
Northwest subspecies. In spring, however, it seems more likely that a
misdirected migrant C. g. auduboni might occur in eastern Nebraska rather
than one of the Pacific Northwest subspecies; both Cassin’s Vireo and
Townsend’s Warbler are very rare in spring in Nebraska.
Wood Thrush: Best count was an excellent 16 at FF 12 May (JR, SMe, SBr); spring
high counts are 13-17.
American Robin: A new record spring high was the 1250 at BOL 24 Mar consisting
of “large flocks in the hundreds at various areas around the lake” (MW);
spring highs were 796-1200.
Gray Catbird: Best count was the 42 at Lake Cunningham Marsh, Douglas Co, 15
May, where catbirds were “seen and calling/singing often, every 50 feet on
average” over a 2-mile walk (GBe); spring high counts are 30-108.
Brown Thrasher: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring migrant.
Sage Thrasher: None were reported of this less-than-annual spring migrant west.
Northern Mockingbird: The influx of birders on their travels to the NOU meeting at
Fort Robinson ferreted out a few in the north, where they are still rare but
probably increasing: 1-2 were in Grant Co 17 May (GR, MB, EBr) and
singles were at NNF McKelvie, Cherry Co, 18 May (SMa), Lakeside,
Sheridan Co, 22 May (TBr), and south of Harrison, Sioux Co, 20 May (MW).
European Starling: Best counts were the 2000 in Hall Co 19 Apr (CGo) and 1500 in
Lancaster Co 31 Mar (JSS); previous spring high count was 1000 three times.
Bohemian Waxwing: None were reported of this common but highly erratic winter
visitor northwest; ELDs are 8-13 Apr.
Cedar Waxwing: This species has two spring migration peaks, one in late Mar-early
Apr and the other in late May, apparently composed of long-distance
migrants that may have wintered in Mexico and Central America. An
example of the late May group was the 150 at Oak Glen WMA, Seward Co,
23 May (SCl).
House Sparrow: Reports were routine of this common statewide resident.
American Pipit: Arrival was early and in some numbers; previous EEDS were 8-9
Mar with an earlier date 5 Mar, but this spring there were no fewer than 11
reports from different locations in the period 1-9 Mar (m. ob.). Earliest were
8-12 on 1 Mar at PL (LE, JGJ). Best count was the 40 at Conestoga Lake,
Lancaster Co, 7 Apr (MW); spring high counts are 67-100.
Sprague’s Pipit: The only report of this uncommon spring migrant central and east
was of one flushed in Webster Co 10 Apr (MPe).
Evening Grosbeak: There were three reports, most notably up to 15 at a feeder at
Double Tree Ranch south of Crawford, Dawes Co, 31 Mar-14 May (SLe);
ELDs for wintering birds are 24-29 May in the west. Elsewhere, three were
seen by a large group of observers at Ash Hollow SHP 31 Mar (CKr), and
unexpected was one at an Elmwood, Cass Co, feeder 2 May (fide CNK,
photo).
Pine Grosbeak: None were reported of this less-than-annual winter visitor; ELDs are
28 Mar-7 Apr.
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Gray-crowned Rosy-Finch: None were reported of this rare winter visitor west;
ELDs are 20 Mar-2 Apr.
House Finch: Reports were routine of this common statewide resident.
Purple Finch: A good tally for the date was the flock of 17 at PL 31 Mar that was
present “about a week” (JR, SMe); there is a detectable movement in late
Mar. Following two springs (2016, 2017) with several mid- May reports, this
year was similar, although not as marked, with singles in Lincoln Co 13 May
(WB), Cuming Co 11 May (KSu) and Dodge Co 10 May (GR). ELDs are
now 17-19 May.
Cassin’s Finch: The only report of this less-than-annual spring migrant west and westcentral was of a male at WHNC feeders 4 May (MSh); it was known to be
present there (KD). This is only the sixth Nebraska record for Apr-May.
Common Redpoll: There were several reports comprising an average year, with most
in one flock of 75 at Valentine NWR 14 Mar (JKl). Spring high counts are
350-800. One in Seward Co 23 Apr (CDi) was tardy; ELDs are 21-23 Apr.
Red Crossbill: Generally rare in the east, there were numerous such records this
spring, latest one in Burt Co 23 May (PTi, photo), and best count an
impressive 27 at Maskenthine WMA, Stanton Co, 2 Apr (DH).
White-winged Crossbill: There were two reports of this less-than-annual statewide
winter visitor. Two were at an Ogallala feeder 27 Mar (JO), and probably the
same female/immature male visited a South Sioux City feeder on 20 Apr and
on 4 May (BFH). The latter bird was rather late; ELDs are 20 Apr-1 May.
Pine Siskin: Numbers were good statewide this winter, although best count was a
moderate 100 in Burwell, Loup Co, 9 May (BG); high counts are 250-300.
Breeding has occurred in Lancaster Co previously, but a significant record
was of a pair with a newly-fledged young bird on the Union College Campus,
Lincoln, 19 May (DHl).
Lesser Goldfinch: An extraordinary series of reports of a green-backed male at a
Murray, Cass Co, feeder continued this spring; it was first noted there from
around 26 Nov 2016 through 14 Jan 2017, reappeared 6 Nov 2017, and again
with Pine Siskins 4-7 May 2018 (GHa photos). Taken as one record, this is
the fourth winter record for the state and the only one in the east.
American Goldfinch: An excellent count was the 214 at the SCP feeders 29 Apr (fide
KP); spring high counts are 200-300.
Lapland Longspur: A careful estimate of 11,000 in Seward Co 7 Mar (JH) was the
highest spring count on record; previous highs were 6400-10,000.
Chestnut-collared Longspur: One was at the known breeding area east of
Springview, Keya Paha Co, 18 Apr (LE photo). Easterly migrants were in
Phelps Co 6 Apr (AF photo), Webster Co 12 Apr (JPe) and Buffalo Co 15
Apr (JN).
Smith’s Longspur: The only two reports of this uncommon eastern spring migrant
were of two in breeding plumage at PL 15 Apr (LE) and five in Dakota Co
the same day; the latter group consisted of a breeding plumaged male, three
females, and a molting or one-year-old male (BFH).
McCown’s Longspur: Reports were routine of this common spring migrant west.
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Snow Bunting: This was a low winter for this species, and there were only two reports
this spring, both from the northeast. Singles or the same bird was at LNB 22
and 25 Apr (LKe photos), and 13 were at the GPD area 8 Mar (RD). The
LNB birds are the first Apr record for the state; previous latest were 16-17
Mar.
Green-tailed Towhee: The only report of this rare Panhandle spring migrant was of
one in southwestern Sioux Co 12 May (KD); migration dates for this species
are mostly in May.
Spotted Towhee: Reports were routine of this uncommon statewide spring migrant
and rare winter visitor south and east; ELDs in the south and east are 22-24
May.
Eastern Towhee: Reports were routine of this common spring migrant within and
near breeding range, rare elsewhere. There were several reports of this
species in the central and west, none with details of plumage or vocalizations;
within the hybrid zone with Spotted Towhee, there will be a few phenotypic
Easterns, indicative of assortative mating and thus species status of both.
Cassin’s Sparrow: There are few spring arrival dates available, but current EEDs are
20-22 May with an earlier date 18 May. This spring, however, there were six
reports 18-22 May from three locations, as well as a record early date from a
known location near Imperial, Chase Co, 30 Apr (MB, EBr); one was singing
at this location 20 May (MB, EBr). Spring movement through Oklahoma is
in early Apr, and the early spring date in Kansas is 29 Apr, suggesting that
first arrivals in Nebraska have been overlooked. Also at a known location,
near Exit 1 on I-80 near Pine Bluffs, Kimball Co, five were found 18 May
(JR, SMe photo), two on 20 May (MW), and one on 22 May (RW). A few
miles southeast of Bushnell, Kimball Co, one was seen 18 May (JGJ, MPa).
American Tree Sparrow: Reports were routine of this abundant statewide spring
migrant.
Chipping Sparrow: Reports were routine of this abundant statewide spring migrant.
Clay-colored Sparrow: The 750 in “large mixed flocks of mostly CCs wherever we
went” in Rock Co 13 May (JJ) was an excellent tally; high spring counts are
350-875.
Brewer’s Sparrow: Reports were routine of this uncommon western spring migrant.
Field Sparrow: Reports were routine of this common spring migrant east and central,
uncommon west.
Vesper Sparrow: The 100 estimated along snowy roadsides at PL 14 Apr (MW) was
a good count, as was the 52 there the next day (LE); spring highs are 40-120.
Lark Sparrow: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring migrant.
Lark Bunting: Pushing the eastern limits of the migration corridor were three in Cedar
Co 12 May (DSt), only the sixth record in the east since 1993, and singles in
Greeley Co 17 May (RSt) and in Webster Co 25 May (MPe).
Savannah Sparrow: EEDs are 9-10 Mar, but this spring there were several earlier
reports; this species is less than annual in winter. The earliest all-time date
for the state with tangible evidence was photographed in Kearney Co 3 Mar
(JN), four were in Saunders Co 3 Mar (J&LS), probably one bird was seen
several times in the same area at PL 5-6 Mar (TG, LE), four were in Cass Co
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7 Mar (RW), and one was in Lancaster Co 8 Mar (RW). One of only a few
known breeding sites is near Hay Springs, Sheridan Co; two were on
territories there 21 May (WM).
Grasshopper Sparrow: Reports were routine of this fairly common statewide spring
migrant.
Baird’s Sparrow: The only report of this elusive, less-than-annual spring migrant was
of two in Saline Co 28 Apr (CNK). This is a rather early date, although there
are few data; EEDs were 24 Apr-1 May. ELDs are 18-19 May, but none were
found despite a several-day search in the Ogallala National Grasslands in
Sioux and Dawes Cos 16-18 May (WRS) and the presence in the general area
of numerous NOU members 19-21 May, suggesting that most birds had
passed through during a short migration window in the first two weeks of
May. Specimen dates from Colorado and Kansas are 25 Apr-14 May.
Henslow’s Sparrow: All but one of the reports were from a known location, SCP (m.
ob.). The other report was of a bird singing at dusk at BOL 6 May (TG).
LeConte’s Sparrow: EEDs are 30 Mar-2 Apr, although there are four earlier reports
3-17 Mar, suggestive of individuals wintering in Nebraska or nearby to the
south. LeConte’s Sparrow winters regularly in southeastern Kansas, and
arrives in most of that state by mid-Mar. This spring there were two Nebraska
reports in Mar, then none until 21 Apr; singles were in Saunders Co 18 Mar
(DYa) and Buffalo Co 23 Mar (DBr, JGa). Such reports have increased in
recent years.
Nelson’s Sparrow: The only report of this rare eastern migrant was at Holmes Lake,
Lincoln, 15 May (LKo).
Fox Sparrow: Best count was 18 at FF 20 Apr (JR); spring high counts are 22-62.
Song Sparrow: Best count was the 55 at BOL 2 Apr (LE); spring high counts are 65250.
Lincoln’s Sparrow: Best count was the 40-50 at FF 1 May (EB); previous spring high
counts were 35-44. There were three reports of rather early arrivers: two in
Merrick Co 17 Mar (SM), two in Keith Co 17 Mar (JR, SBr), and one at Peru,
Nemaha Co, 18 Mar (BP, GR).
Swamp Sparrow: One in Buffalo Co 17 Mar (SRe, photo) was rather early; EEDs are
16-17 Mar. Counts of 12 at FF 20 Apr (JR) and at Jack Sinn WMA, Lancaster
Co, 21 Apr (MW, ERa) were noteworthy; spring high counts are 12-25.
White-throated Sparrow: Reports were routine of this common spring migrant east,
uncommon central, rare west.
Harris’s Sparrow: A rare migrant in the Panhandle, one was at Smith Lake WMA,
Sheridan Co, 3 May (WF).
White-crowned Sparrow: Reports were routine of this common spring migrant west
and west-central, fairly common elsewhere.
Dark-eyed (Slate-colored) Junco: Previous spring high counts were 150-168, but
there were three counts this spring that were higher: 350 at BOL 1 Apr (MW),
300 at Crane Trust, Hall Co, 16 Apr (TCz), and 200 at Fremont Lakes SRA,
Dodge Co, 23 Mar (CCr).
Dark-eyed (Cassiar) Junco: The only report of this uncommon statewide winter
visitor was one in Kearney Co 24 Mar (LR, RH); ELDs are 31 Mar-6 Apr.
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Dark-eyed (Oregon) Junco: Oddly, the latest four reports were from the east,
including a rather late date 22 Apr in Greenwood, Lancaster Co, (J&LS);
ELDs statewide were 20-22 Apr. Usually, “Oregon” Juncos leave the state
before “Slate-colored” Juncos, especially in the east.
Dark-eyed (Pink-sided) Junco: Reports were routine of this common spring migrant
and winter visitor west, uncommon west-central.
Dark-eyed (Gray-headed) Junco: Only the 20th record for the state, 12th for the
Panhandle, of this less-than-annual winter visitor was one at Gilbert-Baker
WMA, Sioux Co, 19 May (JGJ, MPa, photo).
Dark-eyed (White-winged) Junco: Reports were routine of this fairly common Pine
Ridge resident.
Yellow-breasted Chat: A record spring count of 14 was made in Sowbelly Canyon,
Sioux Co, 16 May (JL); previous highs were 7-9. Reports from the east
continue; one was feeding on oranges and apples in a Lincoln yard 15-16
May (ERa) and another was at Wood Duck WMA, Stanton Co, 11 May (MB).
Yellow-headed Blackbird: Reports were routine of this common, locally abundant,
statewide spring migrant.
Bobolink: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring migrant.
Eastern Meadowlark: A long-time observer noted that in the northeast it is “getting
harder to find E. Meadowlarks in this part of the state” (DH); Breeding Bird
Survey (Cornell) trend analysis shows a 3.13% decline across the state 19662015.
Western Meadowlark: Reports were routine of this abundant statewide spring
migrant.
Orchard Oriole: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring migrant.
Bullock’s Oriole: Reports were routine of this fairly common spring migrant west and
extreme west-central.
Bullock’s x Baltimore Oriole: A photo of a male oriole at a Buffalo Co feeder 12
May (A&CW) appeared to be of a hybrid with characters tending more
towards Bullock’s than Baltimore. Such birds may appear anywhere in the
hybrid zone and eastward, especially during spring migration. Buffalo Co is
just east of the hybrid zone, which reaches Dawson Co.
Baltimore Oriole: First reported arriver was one in Otoe Co 27 Apr (SQ); EEDs are
22-25 Apr.
Red-winged Blackbird: Best count was the 14,000 at Rowe Sanctuary 27 Mar (BSa):
spring high counts are 35,000-100,000.
Brown-headed Cowbird: EEDs in the central and northeast away from the Platte
River Valley are 9-16 Mar, and so two in Franklin Co 13 Mar (MPe) and a
flock of 75 there 16 Mar (KEm et al.) were noteworthy. Best count was the
450 at PL 15 Apr (M&CVB); spring high counts are 518-5000.
Rusty Blackbird: Best counts were encouraging, with 50 at Boyer Chute NWR,
Washington Co, 17-20 Mar (SMa, JMa) and 28 at Glacier Creek Preserve,
Douglas Co, 16 Apr (JR). Spring high counts are 30-100.
Brewer’s Blackbird: Best count was the 250 at Youngson WPA, Kearney Co, 25 Apr
(MPe). Spring high counts are larger in the east, where migrants are in greater
numbers, in the range 300-1000. Spring highs in the west are 55-200.
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Common Grackle: Best count was the 5000 at Grand Island 19 Apr (CGo); spring
high counts are 3000-11,222.
Great-tailed Grackle: As this species increases its numbers in Nebraska, higher
numbers and earlier arrival dates are being reported in the north, and high
spring counts are more numerous. This spring 300 were at the TA Truck
Stop, Grand Island, 11 Mar (RW) and 220 were at the Crane Trust, Hall Co,
10 Mar (ERa). Spring highs are 200-525.
Ovenbird: Reports were routine of this fairly common statewide spring migrant.
Worm-eating Warbler: The three reports of probably three individuals were more
than usual. Singles were at FF 8 May (MCl, L&BP) and at a different location
there 11 May (KS), and at Lauritzen Gardens, Omaha, 8 May (JLo). Not
since the late 1990s have more than three been reported in a spring season.
Louisiana Waterthrush: Reports were from known summering locations except for
a singing bird along Noble Road, Otoe Co, 12 May (SMa) in similar habitat
to and not far north of a known site near Peru, Nemaha Co. Reports without
details from Towl Park, Omaha, not a known breeding location, as late as 10
and 21 May almost certainly are of Northern Waterthrush.
Northern Waterthrush: Reports were routine of this fairly common spring migrant
east and central, uncommon west.
Golden-winged Warbler: Numbers have increased in recent years, possibly related
to the expanding breeding population in Minnesota. This spring there were
50 reports from 15 locations including a minimum of 27 individuals, topped
only by the 29 in 2016. The five (four heard only) at FF 12 May (JR) tied the
previous high.
Blue-winged Warbler: There was only one report of this rare eastern spring migrant,
at FF 13 May (MSi).
Black-and-white Warbler: Strangely, arrival was about a month later than EEDs,
which are 24-30 Mar; first reported this spring was in Saline Co 23 Apr (SQ).
Prothonotary Warbler: All but two of the reports were from a previous breeding site
at FF; 1-2 were present 5-17 May but not thereafter (m. ob.). One was at
Heron Haven, Omaha, 12 and 14 May (BW, MSh), and a good find away
from Missouri River counties was one at WP 11 May (MW, ERa, photo).
There are scattered reports elsewhere in the state, including four in the
Panhandle.
Swainson’s Warbler: Perhaps the find of the year and the first unequivocal state
record was a singing bird found and recorded at WP by Ruthie Stearns 15
May. It was seen by several birders that day, last sighting at sunset, then not
seen again.
See https://birds.outdoornebraska.gov/swainsonswarbler/; also see photo in Nebraska Bird Review, March 2018, page 26.
Tennessee Warbler: There were three Panhandle reports, where this species is rare
but annual: singles were in Gordon, Sheridan Co, 9 May (D&MW), Hay
Springs, Sheridan Co, 20 May (GR), and at Fort Robinson, Dawes Co, 20
May (JWH).
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Orange-crowned Warbler: An excellent close-but-no-cigar count was the 47 in a
Holmes Lake, Lancaster Co, plum thicket 2 May (JGJ); spring high counts
are 49-100. Forty were in the same thicket two days later (LKo).
Nashville Warbler: The 12 at WP 11 May (MW) was a good count; spring high counts
are 9-54. At the west edge of the expected spring migration corridor was one
at Keller Park SRA, Brown Co, 21 May (GR).
Connecticut Warbler: There were three reports of this rare eastern spring migrant,
singles at HH 12 May (RMa), at WP 13 May (MW), and at FF 16 May (MCl,
EB). This is a typical spring showing, although most sightings are about 10
days later.
MacGillivray’s Warbler: None were reported of this uncommon spring migrant west
and west-central, somewhat surprising given the number of NOU members
in the western Pine Ridge at peak migration for this species.
Mourning Warbler: All reports but one were from the Missouri River Valley; the
exception was a male seen well at the west edge of the spring migration
corridor in Loup Co 20 May (KS).
Kentucky Warbler: One at FF 1 May (EB) was rather early; EEDs are 28-29 Apr.
One at Hormel Park, Dodge Co, 15 May was northerly (KSh, GR, photo),
and one in Lincoln 15 May (ERa) was a bit west of where expected as a spring
migrant.
Common Yellowthroat: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring
migrant.
Hooded Warbler: Four were discovered, one of these in the Panhandle, the 17th
record there: it was seen by several observers at Gilbert-Baker WMA, Sioux
Co, 20 May (RW, m. ob.). Increasing numbers in recent years prompted Rick
Wright to suggest Hooded Warbler may be “regular in very low numbers
across the western Great Plains”. The remaining three reports were of singles
at WP 12 May (LE, DL), Wyuka Cemetery, Lincoln, 13 May (ABr), and one
at PL 22-23 May (MW, m. ob.).
American Redstart: One in Cass Co 30 Apr (WF) was rather early; EEDs are 24-25
Apr. The 51 at FF 12 May (MW, ERa) was a good count; spring high counts
were 46-100.
Cape May Warbler: This was a good year for this rare migrant; there were 18 reports
from nine locations of at least nine birds 3-15 May. Westernmost was one in
Hall Co 3 May (CCh, photo).
Cerulean Warbler: None were reported of this rare eastern spring migrant.
Northern Parula: Reports were routine of this fairly common spring migrant east,
uncommon east-central, rare west-central. None were reported west of
Lancaster Co.
Magnolia Warbler: This was a record-breaking year for this species; there were 129
eBird reports from 39 locations involving a minimum of 135 different birds,
including best counts of 12 at FF 12 May (JR, SMe, SBr), a new record spring
high count, and 7 at Hormel Park, Dodge Co, 14 May (MB, EBr, SMe).
Previous spring high counts were 7-10, and previous best seasonal total was
32.
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Bay-breasted Warbler: As with Magnolia Warbler, this was a great year for this
generally rare eastern migrant, with a minimum of 19 individuals reported, a
record year; the previous seasonal high was 12, in 2014. The 28 reports were
all from the extreme east 11-16 May.
Blackburnian Warbler: A good year for this species also, but not a record total count;
the 31 was eclipsed by the 45 in 2008. Westerly was one in Loup Co 15 May
(KS).
Yellow Warbler: One in Saline Co 23 Apr (SQ) was rather early; EEDs are 16-18
Apr. A near-record one-person count was the 140 at WP 11 May (MW),
second to the 186 in Hall Co 11 May 2002. Rather early in the Panhandle
were singles in Scotts Bluff Co 1 May (TJe) and Deuel Co the same day (ZH);
EEDs in the Panhandle are 30 Apr-1 May.
Chestnut-sided Warbler: Continuing the amazing numbers this spring were the
estimated 101 individuals reported; the previous best seasonal total was the
45 in 2008. Best count was the six at FF 12 May (JR, SMe, SBr); high spring
counts are 6-20. Westernmost was one at CR 15 May (KS).
Blackpoll Warbler: One in Cass Co 20 Apr (GHa) was rather early; EEDs are 18-19
Apr. Best count was the record 95 counted in six hours at WP 11 May (MW);
86 were counted there the same day but starting a couple of hours later and
in just under four hours (ERa). In all there were about 275 reports involving
a roughly-estimated 450 individuals.
Black-throated Blue Warbler: None were reported of this less-than-annual statewide
spring migrant.
Palm Warbler: There were 125 reports involving an estimated 143 individuals, by far
the highest total for a spring season, compared to the previous best of 46 in
1999. Best count was seven, at HL 4 May (LKo) and Memphis Lakes SRA,
Saunders Co, 5 May (SMa). Previous highs were 6-26. Westernmost was
one at Merritt Reservoir SRA, Cherry Co, 15 May (ODa, SBr).
Pine Warbler: None were reported of this less-than-annual spring migrant east and
central.
Yellow-rumped (Myrtle) Warbler: Reports were routine of this common statewide
spring migrant.
Yellow-rumped (Audubon’s) Warbler: The eastern edge of the expected spring
migration corridor was marked by singles in Red Willow Co 28 Apr (GR),
Frontier Co, 5 May (WF), and Brown Co 5 May (JCo, KCo, ADa).
Yellow-throated Warbler: The only reports away from FF were of one at Hanscom
Park, Omaha, 10 May (KHe) and one at PRSP 17 May (GHa, MSh).
Prairie Warbler: Only the 12th accepted Nebraska spring record was one at LM 30
Apr (STr, JSm, photo); the 12 records are statewide 30 Apr-28 May. Another,
unseen, was identified by its “distinctive call” at Boyer Chute NWR,
Washington Co, 18 May (NDa); this report is pending review for eBird and
acceptance by NOURC.
Black-throated Gray Warbler: None were reported of this less-than-annual spring
Panhandle migrant.
Townsend’s Warbler: None were reported of this less-than-annual spring Panhandle
migrant.
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Black-throated Green Warbler: Although a relatively unspectacular showing
compared to a few other warbler species this spring, the 18 individuals
reported was still a record spring total; previous highs were nine, twice. All
reports were from the east.
Canada Warbler: Best count was the three at FF 21 May (DL), tying the spring high
count. The total of 13 reported is a new high spring total; previous highs
were 6-9.
Wilson’s Warbler: Best counts were eight at WP 11 May (MW) and FF 12 May (m.
ob.). High count is 14. An estimated total for the season was 162.
Summer Tanager: One in Douglas Co 25 Apr (SBr photo) was rather early; EEDs
are 23-25 Apr. Interestingly, the two out-of-range reports were of immatures,
both photographed: one in Garfield Co 23 May (BG) the other in Wayne Co
2 May (EBr, LBr).
Scarlet Tanager: One at FF 1 May (CNK) was rather early; EEDs are 25-26 Apr.
Best count was the eight at PRSP 17 May (MSh); spring high counts are 8-9.
Out of the expected eastern spring migration corridor was one in Custer Co
21 May (M&CVB) and another was at the fringes in Hall Co 20 May (JEt).
Western Tanager: The only report from east of the expected Panhandle migration
corridor was of one at WP 11 May (ERa, MW, photos). It is curious that
most of the records from Eastern Nebraska in spring are at early dates;
perhaps these are returnees westward of the not insignificant number of birds
wintering along the Atlantic Coast.
Northern Cardinal: This species continues its slow but steady expansion westward,
most noticeably in the western Loup drainages, where one was at Arnold,
Custer Co, on the South Loup 29 Mar (GNi, CDe), and at least one continues
in Mullen, Hooker Co, reported 17 May (EBr, MB). At the west edge of the
current northeast Cherry Co range, one was at Anderson Bridge WMA 11
Mar (AMd) and two were at Merritt Reservoir 15 May (ODa, SBr). Fewest
Nebraska reports are from locations away from river valleys; one was at
Alliance, Box Butte Co, 17 May (NV), only the third record there. One was
at Tryon, McPherson Co, 29 Apr (EBr, MB); it was first reported there in the
1930s, but there had been no further reports since the 1960s. High counts of
this species occur in spring; the 38 at FF 28 Apr (BP) was a good tally; highs
were 30-42.
Rose-breasted Grosbeak: Within the central Nebraska hybrid zone with Blackheaded Grosbeak, pure-looking adults of either species may occur, indicative
of assortative mating and thus species status. However, west of the hybrid
zone, essentially in the Panhandle, pure-looking (phenotypic) Rose-breasted
Grosbeaks are rare; this spring two males were photographed, one in Scotts
Bluff Co 12 May (CCf) and one at Oliver Reservoir, Kimball Co, 14 May
(WRS). A third was in Deuel Co 29 Apr (ZH).
Black-headed Grosbeak: The five in a Lincoln Co yard 13 May (WB) was
noteworthy; spring high count is 10. In recent years this species has become
essentially annual in occurrence in the east in spring; a “pair” was reported in
WP 12 May (RE).
Blue Grosbeak: Reports were routine of this fairly common statewide spring migrant.
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Lazuli Bunting: As with Black-headed Grosbeak, reports in the east are expected
nowadays albeit in low numbers. There were seven such reports as well as
three of apparent white-bellied male hybrids (m. ob.).
Indigo Bunting: Although considered rare in the Panhandle, at least seven were
reported by NOU birders in northern Sioux and Dawes Cos 17-21 May (m.
ob.).
Dickcissel: Previous EEDs in the Panhandle were 23-25 May, but, no doubt assisted
again by NOU birders, there were seven reports of at least nine birds in the
period 17-20 May (m. ob.), as well as one report in Box Butte Co 11 May
(SQ). Counts of 50 at PL 28 May (TG) and 49 at Conestoga Lake, Lancaster
Co, where they were “rampant”, 26 May (TG) were near highs; high spring
counts are 50-76.

_________________________________________________________

NOU Spring Field Days and Annual Meeting
Ft. Robinson, May 18-20, 2018
by Janis Paseka
The NOU Annual Meeting and Spring Field Days, organized by Robin
Harding, Jan Johnson and Ruth Stearns, was held at Ft. Robinson State Park in Dawes
and Sioux Counties on May 18-20, 2018, with 82 in attendance. Our lodgings and
meeting room were in reconstructed buildings of the old Fort. The weather was perfect
on Friday and Sunday but perfectly awful on Saturday, with rain all day and a high of
44˚F. Finding birds and driving on unpaved roads was challenging on Friday, but the
total species list for the meeting is 180. Field trips were led by Kathy DeLara, Bill
Flack, Peter Hill, Wayne Mollhoff and Ross Silcock.
Among the highlights were the Eastern Screech-Owl and Cassin’s Kingbird
found by birders in the campground within the park, a stunning Western Tanager male
seen in sunlight among green pine boughs, a surprise Hooded Warbler viewed by many
from the road through Gilbert-Baker WMA, and a Sharp-tailed Grouse on the lawn of
the Fort. Also found were Cinnamon Teal, White-throated Swift, Virginia Rail, Blacknecked Stilt, Long-billed Curlew, Whimbrel, Red-necked Phalarope, both Whitefaced and Glossy Ibis, Ferruginous Hawk, Golden Eagle, Burrowing Owl, Lewis’s
Woodpecker, Red-bellied Woodpecker (unusual in the Panhandle), Prairie Falcon,
Western Wood-Pewee, Cordilleran Flycatcher, Say’s Phoebe, Plumbeous Vireo,
Violet-green Swallow, Pygmy Nuthatch, Rock Wren, Chestnut-collared and
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McCown’s Longspur, Brewer’s Sparrow, Mountain Bluebird, Veery, and Bullock’s
Oriole.
Many attendees found new state birds and some tallied life birds as well.
Those traveling from the eastern part of the state took the opportunity to bird their way
out to the Panhandle, many accumulating impressive lists. One county lister reported
348 new “county ticks” for the 5-day trip out and back from eastern Nebraska.
Our Friday evening program was a presentation about Bird Conservancy of
the Rockies banding at Chadron State Park and Wildcat Hills State Recreation Area
and Nature Center by Amber Schiltz and Amanda Filipi. The banding programs were
started about 10 years ago and provide valuable information about migrant and
resident species. Both stations collect data on changes in habitat, such as extensive
pine thinning at Wildcat Hills in 2010 and damage from the fire that went through the
Pine Ridge in 2012, affecting the Chadron banding station. In addition, the stations
both welcome students and teachers from the area; 8900 students and teachers have
visited the stations since 2007.
At the brief business meeting on Saturday, the minutes of the last meeting
were approved, a raffle of a Northern Pintail photo (donated by Ron & Ann Kruse)
was held, and the location of the next meetings were announced: fall 2018 in
Ainsworth and spring 2019 in Fairbury. The election of officers for the coming year
was held: Joel Jorgensen, President; Robin Harding, Vice President; Ruth Stearns,
Secretary; Jan Johnson, Treasurer; Don Paseka, Director; Anita Breckbill, Librarian;
and Janis Paseka, Editor.
On Saturday evening, our speaker was Rick Wright, a native of Nebraska and
a UNL graduate, where he worked in the bird collections of the State Museum and
served as teaching assistant to Paul Johnsgard. Rick has an M.A. and Ph.D. in German
from Princeton University, and was an associate professor of medieval studies at
Fordham University. Among his publications are field guides to birds of New Jersey
and Arizona and the Peterson Reference Guide to North American Sparrows. Rick
and his wife Alison Beringer, who also attended the meeting, live in New Jersey, where
he is a prolific contributor to the birding literature, lecturer and tour leader for Victor
Emanuel Nature Tours.
We take it for granted that when we see a sparrow we can’t identify, we can
look it up in a field guide and find out what it is. But it wasn’t always so. Rick’s
presentation was about where all the facts we now have about sparrows in North
American come from. Early ornithologists started from scratch and made numerous
mistakes, describing and naming a new species, for instance, when what they had was
a female or basic plumage individual of a previously described species. There was
much confusion and competition among the early ornithologists and we may be
amazed or amused by their writings, but the knowledge we have today is all based on
the work they did.
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First Record of Fulvous Whistling-Duck (Dendrocygna bicolor)
for Nebraska
Matt Haugen
Nebraska Game & Parks Commission
Wildlife Division
2200 N 33rd Street
Lincoln NE 68503
On the afternoon of 5 June 2018, I was scouting local Salt Valley lakes to get
an estimate of goose numbers for annual Canada Goose (Branta canadensis) banding
operations. At approximately 2:30 p.m. I was tallying my goose counts in the
northwest corner of Wagon Train Wildlife Management Area in Lancaster County,
when I noticed four ducks on a nearby vegetated mud flat. After closer examination,
I recognized the ducks as Fulvous Whistling-Ducks (Dendrocygna bicolor). I spent a
few years working in Louisiana in that state’s waterfowl program, and I am familiar
with the species and its identification. I was surprised to observe them here in
Nebraska, but I did not fully comprehend the magnitude of the discovery until the
news reached Joel Jorgensen with the Nebraska Game and Parks Commission’s
Nongame Bird Program. Since the initial observation, multiple re-sightings by

Fulvous Whistling-Ducks at Wagon Train WMA, Lancaster Co, 7 June 2018. Photo by
John Carlini.
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numerous individuals occurred (eBird 2018). Reports indicated no bands were
observed and hind toes were intact (eBird 2018), suggesting the ducks are wild. The
ducks were last reported on 24 June 2018 (eBird 2018). This is the first documented
occurrence of Fulvous Whistling-Ducks in the state of Nebraska.
Baldassarre (2014) described the Fulvous Whistling-Duck as a medium-sized
duck with an erect, goose-like posture and elongated neck. He described its plumage
as a rich tawny color with a darker back scalloped in the same tawny color with the
back and body separated by a white-edged side and flank. Baldassarre states that the
sexes are virtually identical and molt occurs once per year. The adult duck’s diet
consists almost exclusively of vegetation, and it often feeds on moist soil, plant seeds
and cultivated rice. It prefers shallow water habitats in prairie and savanna-type
ecosystems (Baldassarre 2014).
Fulvous Whistling-Duck is a tropical to sub-tropical species that expanded
its range into the United States in the mid to late 20th Century (Hohman and Lee 2001).
The species’ contemporary breeding range extends north into the Gulf Coast of the
United States, primarily Texas, Louisiana, and Florida (Baldassarre 2014). Although
primarily found in the Gulf Coast region of the United States, the species has a
propensity to wander. There are records of Fulvous Whistling-Ducks in all the states
bordering Nebraska with the exception of Wyoming (Faulkner 2010). Fulvous
Whistling-Duck has occurred in Iowa in 1994, 2002 and 2012 (Kent 1995, Johnson
2012, Iowa Ornithologists’ Union 2018), in Colorado in 1990 (Nelson 1992, Colorado
Rare Bird Committee 2018) and in South Dakota in 1948, 1967 and 2011 (Tallman et
al. 2002, eBird 2018).
More records exist for states directly south and southeast of Nebraska, which
are closer to its normal range. The species is considered a rare transient and summer
visitor in southeastern Missouri, where there also exists a breeding record (Robbins
2018). Kansas also claims multiple records (Thompson et al. 2011).

Conclusion
Four Fulvous Whistling-Ducks were observed multiple times in Nebraska at
Wagon Train Wildlife Management Area in Lancaster County. It is the first
documented record of Fulvous Whistling-Ducks in the state, and they were likely wild
vagrants. They remained at the initial sighting location for at least 19 days (eBird
2018).
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